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Section 1
Introduction and
Executive Summary
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1.1 Introduction
The Consumer Information Transparency Initiative is an ongoing PROJECT to help our industry
respond to a rising consumer desire to learn more information about the food, beverage, and consumer
products they use and consume. SmartLabel® is the consumer-facing PROJECT of this initiative.
SmartLabel® was developed by the US Trading Partner Alliance (TPA) which is a retailer/manufacturer
collaboration entity consisting of Grocery Manufacturers Association (GMA) and Food Marketing Institute
(FMI) members, and in coordination with the global Consumer Goods Forum (CGF). FCPC is the
licensor of the SmartLabel® brand in Canada, working with Canadian and US partner associations on a
North American approach.
Now more than ever, consumers want to learn an increasing amount of information about their food,
beverage, household, and personal care products. Whether the nutritional profile of a snack food, the
chemical components in personal care products, consumers seek, find, and are coming to expect more
information.
The US Trading Partner Alliance (TPA) and The Food and Consumer Products of Canada (FCPC) share
a common objective; To provide consumers with easily accessible, detailed, accurate and up-to-date
information about the products they buy. As the association of brand owners, FCPC in partnership with
GMA is committed to transparency that addresses critical areas of importance and consumer focus: more
information on food ingredients (i.e., nutrition), environmental and sustainability issues and concerns, and
religious factors.
SmartLabel® was designed and deployed to meet the escalating demands for more information about the
products they use. The launch of SmartLabel® in the USA enabled consumers to look up over 350 food,
beverage, personal care, household, and pet care product attributes SmartLabel® provides consumers
with detailed information on items such as nutrition, ingredients, allergens, third-party certifications, social
compliance programs, usage instructions, advisories and safe handling instructions and company/brand
information.
FCPC understands that consumers today want to know so much more about their food that goes beyond the
information that is available on a label. We believe SmartLabel®" is a transformative initiative for Canada
that leverages digital technology to address this growing consumer thirst for knowledge and to enable
consumers to get all the information they want to know about what they are purchasing in a format that is easy to
access, reliable and complete.
Whether the nutritional profile of a snack food, the chemical components in personal care products, or the
sustainability profile of a brand, consumers seek, find, and are coming to expect more information.
But, current product packaging has limitations:
 Information needs and trends change quickly
 Information is inconsistent across packages
 Not everything fits on the pack
One thing is clear; the consumer’s thirst for information is not always a proactive process. In truth, some
consumers want to know a lot while most consumers are very satisfied with the information readily
provided today. But when they want to know...they want to know now! Thirst for knowledge is often
“triggered” by a new article, a blog, word of mouth, or social media. Recent examples include: food
additive use and microbeads.
SmartLabel® is the Consumer Information Transparency Initiative’s consumer-facing program. It provides
consumers with the information they seek, organized in a consistent way that is credible, easy to use, and
easily accessible.
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SmartLabel® focuses on serving three consumer needs:
 Information access: Consumers want access to information that was previously inaccessible (or
difficult to locate and access).
 Clarity: Consumers want to be able to make sense of information and to help make informed
purchase decisions
 Accuracy: Consumers want to know that information is fact-based, up-to-date, and error-free
The ability for a consumer to access product information builds trust. Trust is eroded if the
information is not readily available to consumers when they want it. That is the essence of
SmartLabel®. This program provides consumers access to information they are seeking and creates a
mechanism for the industry to answer consumer questions as they come up.
SmartLabel® is a voluntary program designed to achieve this objective across hundreds of thousands
food, beverage, and consumer products.
The “foundation” of SmartLabel® is the hundreds of attributes disclosed to consumers. These
attributes are covered in Section 5.
The “essence” of SmartLabel® is the way those attributes are mapped, in a consistent fashion, to the five
tabs on the SmartLabel® Landing Pages.
The “engine” that makes SmartLabel® work is
• GS1’s global, open standards
• The range of paths a consumer can take to access SmartLabel® Landing Pages
• Use of the Global Data Synchronization Network for seamless, accurate information flow to the
SmartLabel® Landing Pages

Use of the Global Data Synchronization Network for seamless, accurate information flow. To clarify
SmartLabel®’s role:
 It is not a centralized, industry-owned or industry-managed database. It is the brand’s data, and
it’s maintained by the brand owners. All information and consumer access belong to the brand
owners.
 It is not a third-party application or a centralized data repository. It is a consistent Landing Page
template that resides on the brand’s web servers (or a third-party web host) containing the
brand’s data.
 It is built on widely available search and mobile technology. This makes it easier than ever for
brand owners to offer consumers additional product information without compromising product
packaging.
SmartLabel® is focused on using a consistent, digital format to provide clear, accurate and easily
accessible information via “Search” or “Mobile Scanning.”
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1.2 Getting started
Here is a roadmap of questions to consider when getting started with SmartLabel®.
It all starts with the Strategic Questions about why you would participate in SmartLabel®.
SmartLabel® is a strategic transparency initiative.
 Is transparency an important strategy for your business?
 Do you believe your consumers will be more loyal to your products / trust your products more if
you are more transparent with the information that answers their questions?
If you answered yes to the previous two questions, please continue
Develop Priorities: Most companies are starting with brands that will disproportionately benefit
from transparency.
 Which brands/products would most benefit from a transparency strategy?
 Which of your brands/products have the most ingredient-engaged consumers?
 Which of your brands/products have a nutritional, ingredient, environmental or societal story to
tell?
Prioritize attributes: In addition to the required attributes, most brands are starting with the
voluntary attributes most important to their target consumers.
 Which of the required attributes apply to your brands?
 Which voluntary attributes do you want to disclose? Which can you disclose given your systems
and data architecture?
 What other information beyond SmartLabel® Gen. 1 attributes do you want to make available
for consumers / to tell your story?
System Capability: By starting with brand and attribute priorities, most companies are piloting
with a few brands, building out the initiative on a limited basis and learning how to most
efficiently and effectively scale.
 Do you have the systems capability to collect, store and publish the required attributes?
o If not, do you manage manually, build systemic capability or outsource?
 Do you have the systems capability to collect, store and publish these voluntary attributes you
wish to display?
o If not, can you prioritize attributes based on the ability to collect, store and publish?
o Do you manage the voluntary attributes manually, build the systemic capability or
outsource?
 Have you developed the internal business processes to track changes to product data attributes
that create a need for a new Landing Page?
SmartLabel® Landing Page: Most companies are getting started by first building out the Landing
Pages
 Do you want to build your own using the Implementation Guide?
 Do you want to use the HTML code and CSS (cascading style sheets) provided by GMA to get
started building your Landing Pages?
 Do you want to outsource?
The path to the Landing Page: “Going Live” by leveraging “search” as soon as possible, building
to include the on-pack SmartLabel® logo and QR codes as other packaging changes occur.
 Have you organized your data consistent with the GS1 guidelines on metadata/GS1
SmartSearch?
 Do you want to purchase any Search Engine Optimization words to drive consumers to your
SmartLabel® Landing Page?
o This would be in addition to the SmartLabel® Brand Office’s efforts: Purchasing pay-perclick advertising through Google AdWords with keywords like “SmartLabel,” “nutrition
information”, “food source,” “ingredients” and more.
 Do you want to use a carrier on your package to carry a URL to your Landing Page? (Ex. QR
code, or other technology as it emerges)
CANADA IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE 2.0
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o
o

Will you execute this on-package change independent of other label changes?
Will you wait for some other labeling/packaging change?

SmartLabel® Trademark Licensing Agreement
 Have you signed a SmartLabel® Trademark licensing agreement with FCPC?
 Have you provided Attachment A with product descriptions and URLs?
 Do you have a process to update this periodically?
Building Consumer Awareness
 Are you going to market SmartLabel® directly to your consumers?
Moving attribute data to SmartLabel® Landing Pages
 Have you designated processes and resources to initiate, maintain, and update
SmartLabel® Landing Pages as products are introduced, changed, or canceled?
Continual Improvement
 Start over again at the next group of priority brands and attribute questions.

Other considerations
SmartLabel® licensees agree to;
 Disclose all Consumer Information Transparency Initiative “required” attributes (outlined in
Chapter 3) on their Landing Pages.
 Use GS1 Global Data Dictionary defined standards to disclose any of the “voluntary” attributes
listed for an Item GTIN on SmartLabel®.
 Create Landing Pages with a consumer experience and visual look and feel that follows all
guidelines in Chapter 2 of this Implementation Guide.
 Sign a Trademark agreement (see instructions below).
SmartLabel® is also a voluntary program for retailer digital environments or consumer apps.
 Retailing websites and/or apps can license the use of the SmartLabel® ICON.
 SmartLabel® certified retailing websites or apps will agree to:
o Source all attribute information directly from the following:
 SmartLabel® participating brand owner
 The brand owner’s approved agent
 The
Source
o Enable consumers to access the brand’s SmartLabel® Landing Page, including all links to
the brand’s website, in two clicks or less.
This implies one of the following:
 The consumer leaves the app they are in to navigate to the Landing Page.
 The SmartLabel® Landing Page, with full functionality, is presented via a pop-up
window or in-app browser.
o Sign a Terms and Use Agreement
The information contained on SmartLabel® Landing Pages may be subject to regulation as labeling
and advertising under federal and provincial law, including laws administered by agencies such as
Health Canada, and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency, and their regulations and guidance
documents. It is the responsibility of the participating brand to ensure that the information
provided on SmartLabel® Landing Pages is complete, accurate, and provided in accord with
applicable regulatory requirements. The Canadian Food and Drug Act misbranding authority
applies to all information contained on the SmartLabel® Landing Pages.
Securing the SmartLabel® Trademark
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Companies participating in SmartLabel® must secure a trademark for:
1) Use of the SmartLabel® Logo
The logo can be used on physical packages with a QR code and/or in a digital environment
where the SmartLabel® contains a URL link to the item’s SmartLabel® Landing Page

2) Use of the SmartLabel® Landing Page template

Companies that use the SmartLabel® Logo and/or replicate the SmartLabel® Landing Page without
purchasing a license or adhering to the Implementation Guidelines contained in this document will receive
a cease and desist letter and be pursued for Trademark violation.
The Canadian SmartLabel® Brand Office (brands@smartlabelcanada.org) is responsible for issuing
trademarks and maintaining the integrity of the SmartLabel® program in Canada.
Brands wishing to participate should:
 Identify the Item GTINs that will participate. Participation is defined as an item having a
SmartLabel® Landing Page.
 Send a list of participating items and the URL link to that item’s SmartLabel® Landing Page to
brands@smartlabelcanada.org
o For FCPC members and all Private Label brand owners: $8.00 CDN per item (per landing
page) per the calendar year
o For non-FCPC members: $20.00 CDN per item (per landing page) per calendar year
Participating Item: The basis for the Trademark Licensing agreement is the number of participating item
GTINs. An individual Trademark Licensing fee is required for each item GTIN.
 One exception to an item GTIN having a unique, correlating SmartLabel® Landing Page is if
there are multiple sizes of an item and the size does not impact any attribute or the image of the
product. In this scenario, companies have the option to list multiple GTINS in the header if only
the size changes and again does not impact any other attribute, including an image.
Additional Information on variants and formula changes can be found in the section:
6.2b QR Code Considerations
6.2c Managing SmartLabel® Landing Page URLs
6.5 Other Considerations-Variants
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After receiving the above, the FCPC SmartLabel® Brand Office will:
 Issue the license
 Publish item on the www.smartlabelcanadacanada..org website including the URL
link to the item’s SmartLabel® Landing Page for Canada.
The SmartLabel® licensing fees will be used to drive further brand adoption and build consumer
awareness.

1.3 Implementation Guide Release Cadence
Implementation Guide revisions will be released twice a calendar year, once in May and again in
November. This schedule is to provide participating companies consistency on the timing of releases for
new guidance on mandatory or voluntary features for the SmartLabel® program.
Implementation Guides will follow a simplified nomenclature to delineate between voluntary and mandatory
changes.
 Mandatory changes in the SmartLabel® platform will be indicated by a change in the leading digit
(i.e., 1.0, 2.0…X.0)
 Voluntary changes in the SmartLabel® platform will be indicated by a change in the second digit
(i.e., 1.6, 1.7…1.x)”
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2.1 Use Case Overview
SmartLabel® is web-based, which gives consumers access to a brand’s Landing Page anywhere they
can open a web browser (smartphone, computer, or tablet.)
The current platform gives consumers access to SmartLabel® through two primary use cases:

Online Search
Search lets consumers learn more about a product even when they don’t have a physical
package in hand. Consumers can get to the brand owned SmartLabel® Landing Page by clicking
a SmartLabel® icon and/or hyperlink found on a brand’s web page, a retailers’ web page (ecommerce site) or an app’s page.
The SmartLabel® icon will have an embedded URL code (e.g., www.yourlandingpage.com) and
bring the consumer to the right SmartLabel® Landing Page for that item GTIN.
Section 7 of the implementation guide explains how to use GS1 structured data to help
consumers navigate to your SmartLabel® Landing Page via search. This is facilitated by Search
Engine Optimization (SEO), which is driven by paid search and earned search. Earned search is
facilitated through common structured metadata across SmartLabel® Landing Pages. Paid
search will occur as part of the SmartLabel® consumer awareness program.
www.smartlabelcanada.org is the initiative’s homepage. This website will be maintained by the
SmartLabel® branding office and contain consumer-facing educational material for the program,
directing consumers to SmartLabel® participating brands.

Scan with a Mobile Device
Use a QR code with an embedded URL code (e.g., www.yourlandingpage.com) to bring
the consumer from your package to the Landing Page.
Note: As technology changes and smart devices adapt, the QR code may be replaced by more
flexible/data-rich/unobtrusive options. The “scan” pathway will continue to evolve to
accommodate new technology. Currently, the QR code is the most readily available, off-the-shelf
and easily accessible technology.
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2.2 Online search use case
The consumer is searching online (ex. a Google search on a personal computer, smartphone, or tablet)
for information about a specific product. The search takes the consumer to a brand/retailer site (where
they see the SmartLabel® logo) or the www.smartlabelcanada.org website. They are directed to the same
URL/web address as contained in the QR code.

Task flow: “Search” use case

2.3 Scan with mobile device use case
A consumer scans a QR code on a physical package, print ad, or other information on the specific item
using any QR code reader on their smartphone. The URL (web address) embedded in the QR code takes
the consumer to the SmartLabel® web Landing Page:
Task flow: “Scan” use case
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Section 3
SmartLabel®
Visual Design
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3.1 The SmartLabel® Brand Overview
Role of the brand
The trademarked and public-facing brand plays two primary roles:
1)
It provides a standard to discuss and identify the initiative in communication between a wide
range of parties, including consumers, retailers, manufacturers, and regulators.
2)
It is a cornerstone of the initiative’s business model. The initiative will be funded with fees that
participating Item GTINs pay for the right to carry a trademarked initiative brand mark on
packaging.

Brand Name
SmartLabel® is the public-facing name for the Consumer Information Transparency Initiative and will be
used to describe the initiative in all internal and external communications.

Guiding Principles
TM

Five principles guide the SmartLabel initiative in all its forms, including the brand, communication
collateral, and the website itself. This is to ensure it stays grounded in foundational consumer learning.
TM

SmartLabel

should be:



Credible: A trustworthy and reliable authority whose motives people don’t question.



Informative: Simplify complex information into easily digestible and relevant facts.



Comprehensive: Cover a breadth of products, ingredients, brands, etc. that people interact with
daily.



Straightforward: Be clear, consistent, and easy to understand.



Approachable: Speak to the everyday consumer in a language they understand.
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3.2 SmartLabel® Brand Identity
As of April 2018, the SmartLabel® logo has been updated to reflect its registered trademark
status. Copies of the high-resolution logo can be found on our SharePoint site. A company can
update the logo when appropriate for the business (i.e., when updating the website, packaging,
etc.). There is no required timeframe to update to the registered trademark.
Visual Brand Elements
®

The logo for SmartLabel is designed for use across all internal and external communications. It contains
®
the SmartLabel name as well as a graphic icon. They can be used together or individually. The logo
tested well with consumers and was designed to meet the following design objectives:
 Visually convey the use and application of the program
 Maintain graphic integrity across multiple marketing mediums
 Evolutionary in that it inherently has the potential for future growth and opportunities
Please begin to use ® at the end of the SmartLabel® name to indicate its trademarked status.

The logo is depicted in specific shades of blue and green. Blue to signify trust and loyalty, and green to
signify safety and balance. These colors and the rounded sans-serif typeface were selected to make
TM
SmartLabel feel approachable and inviting.
The logo also evokes “smart” with the icon referencing smart technology. The bottom right corner of the
icon features a simulation of a paper label being peeled back, intending to communicate that
TM
SmartLabel provides more information than what is available on the pack. It invites consumers to see
what is “behind” the label.

Logo Lockups
Vertical logo lockup: The vertical lockup of SmartLabel® will always have the icon centered over the
logotype at the height of 22.44 pts. In printed applications, it should never be reproduced smaller than
30 points. When used at small sizes, always use the provided logo file designed for that size to ensure
the legibility of the logo.
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Horizontal logo lockup: The horizontal lockup of SmartLabel® will always have the icon on the left side
of the logotype at a distance of 18.9 pts. In printed applications, it should never be reproduced smaller
than 15 points. When used at small sizes, always use the provided logo file designed for that size to
ensure the legibility of the logo.

Logo lockup with QR code: There are multiple options for presenting the SmartLabel® logo and QR
code on the package. See Section 6 for a full list of acceptable options.

Scan here for more
food information

Scan here for more
information
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SmartLabel® Logo and flexible call-to-action without the QR code:

There are two call-to-action options:
1- Instructing the consumer on how to access the brand or company’s SmartLabel® home page
(like http://smartlabel.unileversolutions.com/hellmanns or a Colgate example below.

Or instructing the consumer how to access www.smartlabelcanada.org
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2- Instructing consumers on how to access the information by using the SmartLabel®
app like these two examples:
Some examples:
1. “Use SmartLabel™ app for more
product information”
2. “Scan here with SmartLabel™ app for
more info”
3. “SmartLabel™ App Enabled. Go Beyond
the Label for Ingredient Information and
more. Download now in the App Store or
Google Play.”
The above are examples of calls-to-action in line with SmartLabel’s expectations. If you’re unsure whether
your call-to-action will meet these expectations, please contact the SmartLabel® Brand Office.
Additional guidance for brands using digital watermark execution:
The forthcoming bioengineering rule is expected to address the use of digital watermark technology to
comply with disclosure requirements. The May 2018 proposed rule offers two examples of call-to-action for
products utilizing digital watermarks:
1. “Scan anywhere on package for more food information.”
2. “Scan icon for more food information.”
The following image is an example of a call-to-action for a product using digital watermark technology from a
spring 2018 pilot.

Colour Variations of the Logo
Depending on the application, the logo may be used in the full-color process, spot color, grayscale or
single color.
Process full color
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Spot Colour
Pantone P 157–7 C
CMYK: 41, 0, 85, 0
RGB: 161, 206, 87

Pantone P 99-16 C
CMYK: 100, 94, 0, 10
RGB: 36, 51, 138

Grayscale

Pantone Black C
CMYK: 0, 0, 0, 100
RGB: 35, 31, 32

4) One Colour
It is suggested to use the one color SmartLabel® logotype in white for darker background colors and in
black for lighter background colors.
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Typography
Typeface
SmartLabel® uses the Trebuchet MS type family. These fonts are to be used exclusively for all
communications pieces by the company.

Type Hierarchy

Headline 1
Trebuchet MS/Bold/58px

Headline 2
Trebuchet MS/Bold/52px

Headline 3
Trebuchet MS/Bold/41

Subhead
Trebuchet MS/20px

Paragraph 1
Trebuchet MS/35px

Paragraph 2
Trebuchet MS/30px
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Type hierarchy visual example

Type color and styling
Default

Blue type
Blue type is used as the default color on Smart Label. All type should be blue unless it is a
special case, noted below.

Special cases

White type on a blue background
Use white type on blue for paragraphs that are written for emphasis. For
example, ingredient and claims definitions use white on blue type.

Black type
Use Black type for secondary and tertiary information.
For example, definitions for sub-ingredients or claims definitions use black type.

Green type
Use green type for list headlines. List headlines should be styled in ALL CAPS. For example, see
the list headline titles for Active and Non-Active Ingredients (Non-food products).
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Section 4
Landing Page
Overview
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4.1 Landing Page Overview
The SmartLabel® program entails linking a consumer to a brand-owned responsive web-Landing Page
containing information about a specific product (food, beverage, personal care, household care, pet care,
etc.) The information on the SmartLabel® Landing Page is specific to one product – a unique Item GTIN.

Design Principles
To ground the design of the SmartLabel® digital experience, these key principles were used to
benchmark and guide the experience design:
1) The user experience must be fast, easy and intuitive to navigate to ensure a positive first trial and
repeat usage


Must enable quick, easy access with the fewest clicks to the most relevant information, and
provide a means to explore more deeply for those who want to do so



Provide definitions to the extent possible with clear, consumer-friendly terminology to build
trust and mitigate confusion



Organize information in a hierarchy that is easy to navigate; use cues such as color or icons
to enable way-finding; ensure consistency in both visual and interaction design across all
pages and products



Information must scale to the device. For systems built primarily around the use case 1
(mobile scan, read on a phone or tablet) it is essential that the computer visual (for use
case 2) be easy to understand. There is a likelihood that use case 2 will be the predominant
consumer access point

2) SmartLabel® must deliver on consumers’ expectations of transparency to build trust; a lack of
information is information
•

Give consumers the complete set of factual data possible to educate and enable them to
make more informed decisions

•

Use objective and accurate content, visual design, and language to tell an unbiased story.
SmartLabel® is not a vehicle for marketing or brand-building; brand owners will have the
ability to provide even more information about their company and their brand portfolio through
hyperlinks that take the consumer out of the SmartLabel® experience

•

Reassure consumers that the information is accurate and up-to-date with a product image
that matches the one in-hand and a notification of the date the information was checked for
accuracy.
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Guidance on Language Options:
A toggle to provide consumers with multi-language choices must be in the primary header with an optional
toggle also in the footer. Participants are encouraged to leverage browser, QR codes, and other device
capabilities that allow defaults to the user preferred language.
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Tab Structure
The tab structure developed out of the desire to make sure consumers can have access to a full data set
without having to click too deep into the website. It also enables consumers to switch between different
sections of information quickly. The Landing Page has five tabs, and all attributes nest in a hierarchy
under one of these five tabs.
The tabs will be displayed in a consistent order from left to right, and the leftmost tab will be the one that
is opened upon scanning an item.

Food, Beverage, and Pet
Care Tabs (Left to Right)
 Nutrition
 Ingredients
 Allergens
 Other Information*
 Company/Brand

Consumer Goods (Left to Right)
 Ingredients & Contents
 Health & Safety
 Usage & Handling
 Other Information
 Company/Brand

Registered Drugs (DINs) Tabs (Left to Right)
 Ingredients & Contents
 Health & Safety
 Usage & Handling
 Other Information
 Company/Brand

27

Since there is a lot of information contained within the “Other Information” tab, participants can provide – a
voluntary attribute - parenthetical examples of what is included under the tab (e.g., Gluten Free, Kosher,
Halal]) constrained by space
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Example of Other Information Tab title update

Details for How Data is Displayed in Each Tab
All data attributes (both required and voluntary) are displayed under one of the five tabs. Two crucial
objectives guide the requirements for how data is to be displayed:
1. Create a consistent user experience
As with any mobile tool, consumers expect to learn how to use and navigate the tool and have
that user experience be consistent across any product they scan. Even minor differences can
create confusion and mistrust. Where data attributes are displayed, how they are described, etc.
needs to be as consistent as possible. There is a clear rationale for any requirements established
for attribute display.
2. Maintain flexibility for participating companies
To reduce barriers to participation, flexibility has been built in where appropriate.
A complete list of Data Attributes is available in spreadsheet or PDF. Contact the SmartLabel®
Brand Office brands@smartlabelcanada.org
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4.2 SmartLabel® System Structure
The “building blocks” of SmartLabel® are five main screen types and a set of modules. Landing
Pages are comprised of five different screen types:
 Tab
 Lists
 Linked lists
 Paragraph (paragraph lists)
 Modal
Modules are discreet repeatable elements in SmartLabel®. Similar to Screen Types, these modules were
designed to be flexible and scalable parts of the SmartLabel® experience. While there are too many to
detail here, you can find the details of these modules in the Supporting Document “Screen Types &
Modules.” FCPC can make available the HTML code and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) for the
SmartLabel® landing page template for companies that want a jump start on building those pages
themselves.

Tab

List

Linked
List

Paragraph
List

Modal
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SmartLabel® screen type wireframes
These wireframes represent the building blocks of SmartLabel® Landing Pages.

Tab
The tab is a unique screen type and layout that exists on the Landing Page of SmartLabel®. The
content contained within each tab can be laid out using the other screen types.

List
The list is a screen type where items are placed in a list but are not clickable. These list items should not
be longer than two lines.
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Linked List
A linked list is a screen type where items are put in a list and where each item is clickable. Link names
should not be longer than two lines. If links are directing a consumer outside the bounds of the product’s
SmartLabel® Landing Page the modal screen must pop up.

Paragraph (Paragraph List)
The paragraph/paragraph list layout is used for content that has a headline with supporting content.
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Modal
The modal screen type is used to show contextual content. It appears over the other content on the page
and can have actions (button) associated with it.

Special Case – Variety Packs
Variety packs are a unique case in which the consumer will need access to more than one type of
product. To support this particular case, an entry screen has been developed to help the consumer
navigate to the product they are interested in learning more.

Selector
Bar
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Variety Pack user flow
A new selector button is co-located with the product title that allows consumers to quickly select other items
in the variety pack via a modal window. Images are voluntary.

Consumer clicks on the blue
selector button to activate the
modal window

The consumer chooses pack
item from the modal window
menu

Landing page updates with new
product image and tab
information

Special Case – Kits
Food and non-food kit pack landing pages should mirror on-pack labeling.
Food and non-food kit packs are a special case where the consumer will need access to information to the
entire packaged product as well as its individual components.
Food kits must include the nutritional information for the entire package and may also provide nutritional
information for each food item, but this step is voluntary. Food kits must provide ingredient information broken
down by individual food item in the kit.
Non-food kits must include the ingredient statement for each component. The Usage Instruction, Advisories &
Handling, Other Information, and Company/Brand tabs may or may not differ from one another depending on
whether the components are meant to be used in tandem or separately.
Non-food kits for registered drugs (DINs) must include the ingredient statement for each component. The
Usage & Other Information, Advisories & Handling, and Company/Brand tabs may or may not differ from one
another depending on whether the components are meant to be used in tandem or separately.

Special Case – Alert Banner
The banner will only be used to notify the consumer of alerts, and direct them to a brand owned site where
they can learn more about the product in question. This will allow participating brands to ensure consumers
have access to the most recent and updated information about the products they are considering to use or
buy. Brands will have the ability to use the following options when naming the Alert banner: Recall Alert,
Recall Notification, Limited Recall Notification, Voluntary Withdrawal.
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Alert banner user flow
A green banner is placed at the top of the landing page to alert the consumer that there is valuable
information available about the product they are viewing and prompt user action.

Consumer clicks on the green
banner to activate a modal
window and learn about the recall
alert in more detail

Modal window alerts the
consumer that they are
leaving SmartLabel®
and
being redirected to a brand
owned site

Brand owned landing page is
displayed that contains
relevant product recall
information
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Section 5 Attribute
Codes and Landing
Page User
Experience
(Organized by tab)
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5.1 Attributes Overview
A baseline attributes map was first developed using existing attribute definers, including:
 Current Canadian regulatory requirements
 All existing GS1 attributes, many designed to support European ingredient and nutritional
disclosure laws (EU-1169)
 Retailer portals
 Data Aggregators/collectors (Research was conducted to identify any other needed

information or gaps.
Attributes on SmartLabel® Landing Pages are classified into two primary groups:
1. Required Attributes
For an Item GTIN to participate in the SmartLabel® program, attributes classified as “required” must
be disclosed to the consumer. The only Gen 1 “required attributes” are attributes that must be
disclosed to consumers based on Canadian law.
2. Voluntary Attributes
If an Item GTIN discloses an attribute classified as “voluntary,” this attribute must use the GS1 Global
Data Dictionary definition. This is to maintain a consistent user experience and accurate information
across SmartLabel® Landing Pages.
There is a third classification of attributes that are not found directly on SmartLabel® Landing Pages.
Often, consumers want to know specific information, but the industry has not yet converged on a
consistent answer to their question. SmartLabel® enables brands to continue this dialogue with
consumers on their brand websites, by navigating through the Company/Brand tab.
Note: It is always required for companies to display a clear visual cue when the consumer is leaving the
SmartLabel® Landing Page, and now the brand is answering their question. (e.g., What a brand means
by their diversity efforts.)

Supporting document: Companies can access the entire attribute list for Food, Pet Care, and NonFood products on the SmartLabel® SharePoint site. Contact the SmartLabel® Brand Office
(brands@smartlabelcanada.org) for more information.
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5.2 Data Attribute Codes and User Experience by tab: Food
and Pet Care Products
Header
Data attributes code: 1.00-1.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
At the top of the screen is a header section with the necessary information about the product scanned. A
®
language toggle is located in the primary header to the right of the SmartLabel logo. An optional language
toggle may be found in the footer.

Clicking on the product image enables a larger view (and alternate views of the package if they are
available).
Larger Image Screen

Larger Image screen
w/ alternative images

Larger Image with
360° spin
capability

360° spin images are permitted in the header of SmartLabel® landing pages. Brands utilizing 360° spin
images should ensure the following standards are met:
• Notify the user that there is a 360° image on the landing page by including a 360° icon,
• Include instructions on mobile/tablet and desktop indicating how consumers can interact with your
spin image and additional standard images on your landing pages.
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The following is an example of a header image indicating that product 360° spin image is available for the
product

The header for Registered Drugs (DINs)
Regulatory requirements mandate the inclusion of the Drug Identification Number (DIN) on Canadian
electronic Drugs Facts pages; consequently, the header for these products includes a descriptor to
differentiate the DIN from the GTIN.

Footer

Data attributes code: 2.00-2.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)

Footer
Data attributes code: 2.00-2.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
At the bottom of the screen is a footer section with information about data updates, the company, and
links to the privacy policy, feedback submission, and social media. Social media links should allow the
user to share the SmartLabel® landing page on their own social media platform. Companies looking to
provide consumers with their branded social media links should utilize the Company/Brand tab for this
outreach. Optional (header or footer) information includes language capabilities and a variant disclaimer
where needed.
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Nutrition Tab
Data attributes code: 3.00-3.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)

Considerable consumer research has identified four primary nutrient attributes that most interest
consumers: Calories, Saturated Fat, Sodium, and Sugar. To ensure a consistent look to the nutrition tab, all
four of these attributes must be displayed even if the value is zero.

Below this is the Nutrition Facts Table, which must exactly mirror what would appear on the package in a
standard Nutrition Facts Table format.

Nutrition Facts
Per 125 mL (87 g)
Amount

% Daily Value

Calories 80
Fat 0.5 g
Saturated 0 g
+ Trans 0 g
Cholesterol 0 mg
Sodium 0 mg
Carbohydrate 18 g
Fibre 2 g
Sugars 2 g
Protein 3 g
Vitamin A
Calcium

1%
0%

0%
6%
8%

2 % Vitamin C 10 %
0 % Iron
2%

“Exactly” refers to all elements of Health Canada’s Nutrition Facts Table design including relative font
sizes, indentations, alignment, and separation bar-width. Package size does not constrain the
SmartLabel® Nutrition tab so the Nutrition Facts Table should follow regulatory guidelines without
truncation.
Note: Health Canada has published its final regulatory amendments for the new Nutrition Facts Table.
Implementation using this new design will be required on all SmartLabel® Landing Pages by July 2020.
Before July 2020, moving to the new Nutrition Facts Table designs or including the additional
nutritional elements will be considered voluntary.
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Current Nutrition Facts Table Detail

Ex. Nutrition Facts Panel Format for Foods Requiring Preparation Detail: Per Serving
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Aggregate Format – Different Kinds of Foods
• For the provision of nutrient information on prepackaged products containing separately packaged ingredients or
assortment of foods.

Figure 10.1

Nutrition Facts

Regular

Per 1 pouch
Normal width font
Heading in 10 point bold type
Nutrients in 8 point type
with 12 point leading
Thin rules – 0.5 point
Rules centred between text
When to Use
• If selected format
(See introductory note 2.4)
• If there is sufficient space

(35 g)
Amount

% DV*

Apple &
Cinnamon
Amount

Maple & Brown
Sugar

(35 g)

% DV* Amount

110

Fat
Saturated
+ Trans

2g
0g
0g

Cholesterol
Sodium
Carbohydrate
Fibre
Sugars

0 mg
220 mg 9 %
19 g
6%
3g
12 %
1g

0 mg
0 mg
310 mg 13 % 200 mg 8 %
26 g
9 % 27 g
9%
3g
12 % 3 g
12 %
8g
9g

Protein

4g

4g

3% 2g
0g
0%
0g

0%
0%
2%
6%

130

% DV*

Calories

Vitamin A
Vitamin C
Calcium
Iron

140

(35 g)

3% 1g
0g
0%
0g

2%
0%

3g
0%
0%
2%
6%

0%
0%
2%
6%

* DV = Daily Value
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Presentation of Additional Information

Nutrition Facts
Serving Size 125 mL (35 g)
Servings Per Container 13
Amount Per Serving

Calories 90
Calories from fat 9
Calories from Saturated + Trans 0
% Daily Value*

Total Fat 1 g
2%
Saturated 0 g
0%
+ Trans 0 g
Omega-6 Polyunsaturated 0.5 g
Omega-3 Polyunsaturated 0 g
Monounsaturated 0.2 g
Cholesterol 0 mg
0%
Sodium 300 mg
12 %
Potassium 410 mg
12 %
Total Carbohydrate 27 g
9%
48 %
Dietary Fibre 12 g
Soluble Fibre 0 g
Insoluble Fibre 11 g
Sugars 6 g
Sugar Alcohols 0 g
Starch 9 g
Protein 4 g
Vitamin A
0 % Vitamin C
0%
Calcium
2 % Iron
35 %
Vitamin D
0 % Vitamin E
6%
Vitamin K
10 % Thiamine
55 %
Riboflavin
25 %
4 % Niacin
Vitamin B6
10 % Folate
10 %
Vitamin B12
0 % Biotin
30 %
Pantothenate 8 % Phosphorus 30 %
Iodide
0 % Magnesium 50 %
Zinc
25 % Selenium
6%
Copper
20 % Manganese 10 %
Chromium
10 % Molybdenum 10 %
Chloride
10 %

* Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 Calorie

diet. Your daily values may be higher or lower
depending on your Calorie needs:
2,500
Calories: 2,000
80 g
Total Fat
Less than 65 g
Saturated + Trans Less than 20 g
25 g
300 mg
Cholesterol
Less than 300 mg
Sodium
Less than 2,400 mg 2,400 mg
Potassium
3,500 mg 3,500 mg
Total Carbohydrate
300 g
375 g
Dietary Fibre
25 g
30 g
Calories per gram:
Fat 9
Carbohydrate 4
Protein 4
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Ingredients tab
Data attributes code: 4.00-4.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
Under the Ingredients tab is a stacked list of ingredients. This list and the order in which the ingredients are
listed should mirror the ingredient list on the package.
If the brand also chooses to display the ingredient definition (a voluntary attribute), an arrow will appear
on the right side of the ingredient, which will serve as a link to an additional page with that ingredient’s
definition.
If the product contains complex ingredients shown parenthetically on the label, those ingredients must
appear on the first page as an indent under the complex ingredient (as seen below), and not via an arrow
to an additional page.

Where items display a voluntary attribute with customized text (like plain language descriptions) the item
must include the notification “definition provided by [definition provider].”
Where items choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “leaving SmartLabel®”
notification.
“Does not contain” statements must be placed under the Other Information Tab, under the Claims
subheading.
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Allergens tab
Data attributes code: 5.00-5.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
At the top of the Allergens tab is fixed copy that reads, “According to Health Canada, the most common
food allergens are eggs, milk, mustard, peanuts, seafood (fish, crustaceans, shellfish), sesame, soy,
sulfites, tree nuts, wheat. .”
Companies must specify the species of fish, crustacean, and/or shellfish, as well as the type of
tree nut ((almonds, Brazil nuts, cashews, hazelnuts [filberts], macadamia nuts, pecans, pine
nuts [pignolias], pistachio nuts, and walnuts).
Below that is a stacked list that includes any of those ten allergens contained in the product.
If the brand also has an allergen disclosure statement on its package relating to production equipment or
facilities, those disclosures may be listed here as well. In that instance, the oval to the right of the allergen
could read either “Shared Equipment” or “Shared Facility” instead of “Contains.”
If the brand chooses to also display an explanation of the allergen disclosure (a voluntary attribute), an
arrow will appear on the right side of the allergen, which will serve as a link to an additional page with that
explanation.

If a brand owner would prefer to list allergen attributes in a "Contains" or "May Contain" format, that is
acceptable. It is advised to add an optional explanation for "May Contain" as that has proven to be
confusing or annoying to consumers.

Any optional attributes for other possible allergens beyond the top 10 would be listed below the
stacked bars.
Where Item GTINs choose to use voluntary attributes with a custom text description, the item must
include the notification “Definition provided by [definition provider]”
Where Item GTINs choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “Leaving
SmartLabel®” notification.
“Allergen Free” statements must be placed under the Other Information Tab, under the Claims
sub-heading
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Other Information tab
Data attributes code: 10.00-16.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
This tab has five sections, displayed in stacked horizontal bars in this order:
1. Claims
2. Certifications
3. Health & Safety
4. Product Instructions
5. Sustainability
Many of the attributes in this tab are voluntary. If a company is not disclosing any voluntary attributes
under one of these sections, that section heading will not appear.

For all sections of the Other Information tab:
Where Item GTINs choose to use voluntary attributes with a custom text description, the item must
include the notification “Definition provided by [definition provider]”
Where Item GTINs choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “Leaving
SmartLabel®” notification
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Other Information tab – Claims section
Data attributes code: 10.00-10.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
There will be a statement at the top of the claims section indicating that “Claims listed within
SmartLabel® are either governed by entities such as Health Canada, the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency, Environment Canada, etc. or defined by participating brands.”
The Food and Drug Act’s misbranding authority applies to all information contained on the
SmartLabel® Landing Pages.
If one of these agencies do not govern the claim definition, and the brand provides their
definition, the “Definition provided by [definition provider]” note must be included.
All claims are voluntary attributes and will be displayed in an alphabetical list. There is an additional list of
allowed voluntary claims a brand may choose to display. They include compositional claims (100% whole
grain), nutrient content claims (good source of protein), presence or absence claims (no artificial colors),
etc.

Other Information tab – Certifications section
Data attributes code: 11.00-11.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
There will be a statement at the top of this tab indicating that SmartLabel® includes certifications from
independent organizations that have meaningful and consistent standards for product composition,
environmental protection and/or social justice. A guide for certifications can be found on the SmartLabel®
SharePoint site or by request from the SmartLabel Brand Office (brands@smartlabelcanada.org).
Any required certification will appear first, followed by any of the voluntary certifications a brand may
choose to display (e.g., Kosher, Halal, Organic, etc.).
If the certifying body has a seal or logo, that should be displayed.
If the brand chooses to also display the voluntary attribute of a description of the certification and a
hyperlink to the website of the certifying organization, an arrow will appear on the right side of the
certification, which will serve as a link to an additional page with that description (must display leaving
TM
SmartLabel notification)
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Other Information tab – Health & Safety section
Data attributes code: 14.00-14.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
Required attributes under this section will be displayed first if they apply to the category.
These include precautionary or warning statements required by regulation (e.g.,"Phenylketonurics:
Contains Phenylalanine”) and safe handling statements. Any other voluntary attributes in this section
would be listed next.
Where Item GTINs choose to use voluntary attributes with a custom text description, the item must
include the notification “Definition provided by [definition provider]”
Where Item GTINs choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “Leaving
SmartLabel®” notification
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Other Information tab – Product Instructions section
Data attributes code: 15.00-15.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
This section includes voluntary attributes relating to preparation/cooking instructions, the yield of the
product as prepared, etc.
Where Item GTINs choose to use voluntary attributes with a custom text description, the item must
include the notification “Definition provided by [definition provider]”
Where Item GTINs choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “Leaving
SmartLabel®” notification
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Other Information tab – Sustainability section
Data attributes code: 16.00-16.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
This section includes voluntary attributes relating to recyclability or use of recycled content in the
product/packaging.
Where Item GTINs choose to use voluntary attributes with a custom text description, the item must
include the notification “Definition provided by [definition provider]”
Where Item GTINs choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “Leaving
SmartLabel®” notification
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Company/Brand tab
Data attributes code: 17.00-17.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
Under this tab, the first information displayed is the contact information for the company’s Consumer
Affairs department, call centre, etc. if the consumer has further questions or comments about the
product. The brand may choose to list the hours this is available (e.g., “Call us anytime 8am-6pm
EST”). Email and phone links must be usable from the consumer’s smartphone.
Additionally, the Company/Brand tab lets companies place hyperlinks of their choosing to take the
consumer outside of SmartLabel® to share additional information about the company and the brand.
When one of these links is selected, the consumer sees a notification that they are leaving the
SmartLabel® site.

Where items choose to provide links to other resources, the Landing Page must include the “leaving
SmartLabel®” notification. If you decide to use clickable images as hyperlinks to your corporate/brand
site(s), keep in mind that SmartLabel® is built as a responsive website that dynamically sizes automatically
to fit the consumer’s device, be that a smartphone, tablet or computer. Images need to render correctly as
the site resizes for different devices.
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5.3 Data attribute codes and User Experience: Personal Care
(including medical devices, natural health products, pest control
products, and most household cleaning products)
This section applies to non-food products with the exception of registered drug products which bear a drug
identification number (DIN). DIN products must meet special regulatory requirements to qualify for eCDFT
acceptability with Health Canada. Please see section 5.4 for DIN-specific requirements.
For all other non-food products:
The five tabs will be displayed in a consistent order from left to right:
1. Ingredients & Contents
2. Health & Safety
3. Usage & Handling
4. Other Information
5. Company / Brand
The leftmost tab (Ingredients & Contents) will be the first tab open. SmartLabel® branding on the Header
must follow the VIS guidelines. The change in tab name from “Ingredients” to “Ingredients & Contents” is
to accommodate products that do not contain ingredients.
Header
Data attributes code: 1.00-1.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
For registered products other than registered drugs such as medical devices, natural health products, and
pest control products, the registration number should be located under the product image and above the
GTIN and described as:
a) Medical Devices:
Optional: Medical Device Class: X, where X is either I, II, III, or IV depending on the product
Medical Device Identification Number:
Global Trade Identification Number (GTIN):
b) Natural Health Products:
Natural Health Product Number (NPN):
Global Trade Identification Number (GTIN):
c) Pest Control Product
Pest Control Registration Number (PCP):
Global Trade Identification Number (GTIN):
At the top of the screen is a header section with the necessary information about the product scanned:

Footer
Data attributes code: 2.00-2.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
At the bottom of the screen is a footer section with information about data updates, the company, and
links to the privacy policy, feedback submission, and social media. Social media links should allow the
CANADA IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE
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user to share the SmartLabel® landing page on their own social media platform. Companies looking to
provide consumers with their branded social media links should utilize the Company/Brand tab for this
outreach. Optional (header or footer) information includes language capabilities and a variant disclaimer
where needed.

Ingredients & Contents tab
Data attributes code: 4.00-4.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
Under the Ingredients & Contents tab is a stacked or paragraph list of ingredients. (the Stacked format
was preferred by consumers in testing.) This list and the order in which the ingredients are listed should
mirror the ingredient list on the package.
If the brand chooses to also display the voluntary attribute of the ingredient definition, an arrow will
appear on the right side of the ingredient, which will serve as a link to an additional page with that
ingredient’s definition.
If the product contains complex ingredients, with sub-ingredients shown parenthetically on the label,
those ingredients must appear on the first page, as an indent under the complex ingredient (not via a drilldown menu/arrow to an additional page.)

Where Item GTINs choose to use voluntary attributes with a custom text description, the item must
include the notification “Definition provided by [definition provider].”
Where Item GTINs choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “Leaving
SmartLabel®” notification.
“Does not contain” statements must be placed under the Other Information Tab, Claims sub-heading.

CANADA IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE
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Health & Safety tab
Data attributes code: 7.00-9.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
The Health & Safety tab has three sections, displayed in stacked horizontal bars in this order:
 About Allergens
 Expiration Dates
 Health
 Safety
 Other advisories
Most of the attributes in these sections are voluntary. If there are no attributes to display for a particular brand
owner, that section heading will not be displayed.

Where Item GTINs choose to use voluntary attributes with a custom text description, the item must include
the notification “Definition provided by [definition provider]”
Where Item GTINs choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “Leaving
SmartLabel®” notification.

Usage & Handling Instructions tab
Data attributes code: 6.00-6.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
This tab displays attributes related to safe and suggested use of the product.

Where item GTINs choose to use voluntary attributes with a custom text description, the item must
include the notification “Definition provided by [definition provider]”
Where item GTINs choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “Leaving
SmartLabel®” notification.

CANADA IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE
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Other Information tab
Data attributes code: 10.00-16. XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
The Other Information tab has four sections, displayed in stacked horizontal bars in this order:
 Claims
 Certifications
 General Information
 Sustainability
Most of the attributes in these sections are voluntary. If there are no attributes to display for a particular
brand owner, that section heading will not be displayed.

Where Item GTINs choose to use voluntary attributes with a custom text description, the item must
include the notification “Definition provided by [definition provider]”

Where Item GTINs choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “Leaving
SmartLabel®” notification.

Other Information tab – Claims section
Data attributes code: 10.00-10.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
There will be a statement at the top of the claims section indicating that the majority of claims listed within
SmartLabel® are those that are governed by entities such as Health Canada,
Claims are a blend of both required (e.g., structure-function claims and qualified health claims) and
voluntary attributes (e.g., "Does not contain” or “Free from” statements).

CANADA IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE
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Other Information tab – Certifications
Data attributes code: 11.00-11.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
There will be a statement at the top of this tab indicating that SmartLabel® includes certifications from
independent organizations that have meaningful and consistent standards for product composition,
environmental protection and/or social justice. A guide for certifications can be found on the SmartLabel®
SharePoint site or by request from the SmartLabel Brand Office (brands@smartlabelcanada.org).
Any required certification will appear first, followed by any of the voluntary certifications a brand may
choose to display.
All of the non-food certifications are voluntary attributes (e.g., Rain Forest Alliance, Forest Stewardship
Council, etc.). If the certifying body has a seal or logo, that should be displayed.
If the brand chooses to also display the voluntary attribute of a description of the certification and a
hyperlink to the website of the certifying organization, an arrow will appear on the right side of the
certification, which will serve as a link to an additional page with that description (must display
“leaving SmartLabel®” notification.) We encourage brands utilizing third-party certifications to
contact certifying entities with regards to certifier descriptions.

CANADA IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE
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Other Information tab -- General Information
Data attributes code: 12.00-12.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
This third section contains all the remaining miscellaneous attributes. The required attributes will be
displayed first. Additional voluntary attributes in this subsection pertaining to warranty information, product
substitutes or dependent items, seasonality information, etc.

CANADA IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE
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Company/Brand tab
Data attributes code: 17.00-17.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
Under this tab, the first information displayed is the contact information for the company’s Consumer
Affairs department; call centre, etc. if the consumer has further questions or comments about the
product. The brand may choose to list the hours this is available (e.g., “Call us anytime 8am-6pm
EST.”) Email and phone links must be executable from the consumer’s smartphone.
Also under this tab, the brand owner can place hyperlinks of his/her choosing to take the consumer OUT
of SmartLabel® to share additional information about the company and the brand. When one of these
links is selected, the consumer must see a notification that they are leaving the SmartLabel® site.

Where items choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “leaving SmartLabel®”
notification.
If you choose to use clickable images as hyperlinks to your corporate/brand site(s), keep in mind that
SmartLabel® is built as a responsive website that dynamically sizes automatically to fit the consumer’s
device, be that a smartphone, tablet or computer. Images need to render correctly as the site resizes for
different devices.
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5.4 Data attribute codes and User Experience: Registered Drugs
Most registered drugs (DINs) in Canada must carry a Drugs Facts Table on primary consumer packaging.
Adherence to SmartLabel® requirements outlined here means that SmartLabel® is an acceptable vehicle
for eCDFTs and will allow brand owners to take advantage of Health Canada’s labelling flexibilities.
Health Canada no longer requires full drugs facts tables for Category IV drugs DINs which include:
 Acne Therapy
 Antiseptic skin cleansers
 Sunscreen
 Medicated skin care products
 Diaper rash products
 Anti-dandruff products
 Athlete’s foot treatments
There are specific use qualifications that are regulated for eCDFTs. These include:
 The need for eCDFT to be available in English and French
 A language toggle in the upper right-hand corner of the web page
 eCDFT must be accessible
Health Canada requires content considerations for making accessible pages follow the level AA standard of
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG).
Because of Canada’s unique regulatory requirements for eCDFTs, SmartLabel® eCDFT tabs will be
slightly different from those for other consumer products.
The five tabs will be displayed in a consistent order from left to right:
1. Ingredients & Contents – the Canadian Drugs Facts Table link appears as the first line in this
section
2. Health & Safety
3. Usage & Handling
4. Other Information
5. Company / Brand
The leftmost tab (Ingredients) will be the first tab open. SmartLabel® branding on the Header must follow
the VIS guidelines.
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Header
Data attributes code: 1.00-1.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
At the top of the screen is a header section with the necessary information about the product scanned.
The Drug Identification Number (DIN) is to appear under the image and above the GTIN with the following
descriptive labeling:
Drug Identification Number (DIN):
Global Trade Identification Number (GTIN):

Footer
Data attributes code: 2.00-2.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
At the bottom of the screen is a footer section with information about data updates, the company, and links
to the privacy policy, feedback submission, and social media.
It is optional to include a variant disclaimer in the footer: “Please refer to the label on your product for the
most accurate information.”
Social media links should allow the user to share the SmartLabel® landing page on their own social media
platform. Companies looking to provide consumers with their branded social media links should utilize the
Company/Brand tab for this outreach. Optional (header or footer) information includes language capabilities
and a variant disclaimer where needed.
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Ingredients & Contents tab
Data attributes code: 4.00-4.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
Under the Ingredients& Contents tab is a stacked or paragraph list of ingredients. (the Stacked format
was preferred by consumers in testing.) This list and the order in which the ingredients are listed should
mirror the ingredient list on the package.

If the brand chooses to also display the voluntary attribute of the ingredient definition, an arrow will
appear on the right side of the ingredient, which will serve as a link to an additional page with that
ingredient’s definition.
If the product contains complex ingredients, with sub-ingredients shown parenthetically on the label,
those ingredients must appear on the first page, as an indent under the complex ingredient (not via a drilldown menu/arrow to an additional page.)
Where Item GTINs choose to use voluntary attributes with a custom text description, the item must
include the notification “Definition provided by [definition provider].”
Where Item GTINs choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “Leaving
SmartLabel®” notification.
“Does not contain” statements must be placed under the Other Information Tab, Claims sub-heading.
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Canadian Drugs Facts Table
Data attributes code: 18.0 – 18.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
A Canadian Drug Facts Panel sub-section can be utilized above the listing of active ingredients to provide
the consumer access to the full Drug Facts Panel. While duplicative of information found throughout
SmartLabel®, this provides the consumer with the Health Canada required panel and mirrors the label
located on or in the package.
The link to the Canadian Drugs Facts Table will appear as a blue banner immediately under the tabs
ribbon. It is technically set up as the first “ingredient” in the ingredients tab.

The Canadian Drugs Facts Table must exactly mirror what would appear on the package in an
appropriate Drugs Facts Table format. Please refer to Health Canada’s Guidance document, which
includes several hundred examples of acceptable formats, based on the active ingredient in the product.
“Exactly” refers to all elements of Health Canada’s Drugs Facts Table design including relative font sizes,
indentations, alignment, and separation bar-width. The SmartLabel® eCDFT tab is not constrained by
package size so the Drugs Facts Table should follow regulatory guidelines without truncation.
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Where Item GTINs choose to use voluntary attributes with a custom text description, the item must
include the notification “Definition provided by [definition provider].”
Where Item GTINs choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “Leaving
SmartLabel®” notification.
“Does not contain” statements must be placed under the Usage & Other Information Tab, Claims subheading.
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Health & Safety tab
Data attributes code: 7.00-9.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
The Health & Safety tab has three sections, displayed in stacked horizontal bars in this order:
 About Allergens
 About Expiration Dates
 Health, Safety, and Other advisories
Most of the attributes in these sections are voluntary. If there are no attributes to display for a
particular brand owner, that section heading will not be displayed.

Where Item GTINs choose to use voluntary attributes with a custom text description, the item must
include the notification “Definition provided by [definition provider]”
Where Item GTINs choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “Leaving
SmartLabel®” notification.

Usage & Handling Instructions Tab
Data attributes code: 6.00-6.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
This tab displays attributes related to safe and suggested use of the product.

Where item GTINs choose to use voluntary attributes with a custom text description, the item must
include the notification “Definition provided by [definition provider]”
Where item GTINs choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “Leaving
SmartLabel®” notification.
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Other Information tab
Data attributes code: 10.00-16. XX (See Attributes document for full list of attributes)
The Other Information tab has four sections, displayed in stacked horizontal bars in this order:
 Claims
 Certifications
 General Information
 Sustainability
Most of the attributes in these sections are voluntary. If there are no attributes to display for a particular
brand owner, that section heading will not be displayed.

Other Information tab – Claims section
Data attributes code: 10.00-10.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
There will be a statement at the top of the claims section indicating that the majority of claims listed within
SmartLabel® are those that are governed by entities such as Health Canada,
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Other Information tab – Certifications
Data attributes code: 11.00-11.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
There will be a statement at the top of this tab indicating that SmartLabel® includes certifications from
independent organizations that have meaningful and consistent standards for product composition,
environmental protection and/or social justice. A guide for certifications can be found on the SmartLabel®
SharePoint site or by request from the SmartLabel Brand Office (brands@smartlabelcanada.org).
Any required certification will appear first, followed by any of the voluntary certifications a brand may
choose to display.
All of the non-food certifications are voluntary attributes (e.g., Rain Forest Alliance, Forest Stewardship
Council, etc.). If the certifying body has a seal or logo, that should be displayed.
If the brand chooses to also display the voluntary attribute of a description of the certification and a
hyperlink to the website of the certifying organization, an arrow will appear on the right side of the
certification, which will serve as a link to an additional page with that description (must display
“leaving SmartLabel®” notification.) We encourage brands utilizing third-party certifications to
contact certifying entities with regards to certifier descriptions.
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Other Information tab -- General Information
Data attributes code: 12.00-12.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
This third section contains all the remaining miscellaneous attributes. The required attributes will be
displayed first. Additional voluntary attributes in this subsection pertaining to warranty information, product
substitutes or dependent items, seasonality information, etc.

Company/Brand tab
Data attributes code: 17.00-17.XX (See Attributes document for a full list of attributes)
Under this tab, the first information displayed is the contact information for the company’s Consumer
Affairs department; call centre, etc. if the consumer has further questions or comments about the
product. The brand may choose to list the hours this is available (e.g., “Call us anytime 8am-6pm
EST.”) Email and phone links must be executable from the consumer’s smartphone.
Also under this tab, the brand owner can place hyperlinks of his/her choosing to take the consumer OUT
of SmartLabel® to share additional information about the company and the brand. When one of these
links is selected, the consumer must see a notification that they are leaving the SmartLabel® site.
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Where items choose to provide links to other resources, the item must include the “leaving SmartLabel®”
notification.
No clickable images can be used as hyperlinks for DIN eCDFT pages. The only image permitted is the
product image in the header. This is part of the regulatory requirement.

Other Resources
Health Canada’s guidance documents on drugs facts tables and eCDFT are recommended external
resources for the development of successful eCDFT pages.

5.5 Data Attribute codes and User Experience: Dietary
Supplements (including vitamins, minerals, botanicals, and
amino acids)

Coming January 2019
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Section 6
Getting the
Consumer to the
SmartLabel®
Landing Page
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Overview
There are three pathways to get a consumer to the brand owned SmartLabel® Landing Page.
Companies can utilize any or all of these approaches.
1. Search
2. Mobile Scan
3. Partner with an App
Companies can participate with a combination of pathways that differ by Brand and/or product.

6.1 Search pathway
Search pathway via individual Brand efforts and www.smartlabelcanada.org
Search does not require the consumer to have a physical package. The search pathway also leverages
rd
seamless and accurate information flow to enable brand and retailer websites or 3 party app websites.


Brand search: When consumers search a Brand and arrive at the brand’s website, a
SmartLabel® logo should be included with a link to the appropriate Landing Page. Brands
embedding the logo must take the consumer to the intended item in two clicks or less.



SmartLabel® search: When a consumer search takes the consumer to
www.smartlabelcanada.org the consumer will be able to search for participating company,
brands, products and later in 2017, category. The www.Smartlabel.canada.org website will take
the consumer directly to the brand owned Landing Page using the URL link provided by the Item
GTIN when the item registers for the SmartLabel® trademark.



Using a search engine: Participating Item GTINs and the SmartLabel® program itself can use
Search Engine Optimization and Structured Metadata to facilitate the consumer path to an item’s
SmartLabel® Landing Page. Both of these capabilities are described below.



Third party web page: Consumers may “search” on a third party website, be that a retailing
website or an app. The app strategy described below outlines plans for that capability.

Search is enabled through four key areas:
1. Marketing Strategy: A broad SmartLabel® consumer awareness campaign will be launched once
there is sufficient market penetration of items with SmartLabel® Landing Pages. Participating
Brands can develop their marketing efforts as soon as their Landing Pages are up and running.
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The SmartLabel® Brand office will maintain brands@smartlabelcanada.org. This site will maintain a
record of every SmartLabel® participating item and the URL link to bring the consumer to that Brand
owned website.
2. Search Engine Optimization: SEO is facilitated through paid search (The SmartLabel® Brand
Office and participating brand owners buy keywords) and earned search. Earned search is facilitated
through common structured metadata across SmartLabel® Landing Pages. Paid search is not a onetime activity, but an ongoing analysis to understand changing traffic patterns and continually updating
the paid keywords. Paid search will be supported on an ongoing basis by GMA.
3. Structured Metadata: Using GS1 SmartSearch standards and guidelines, participating companies
can embed the key aspects of the marketing strategy in a standard format within the web pages.
Doing this aids the search for a given page and helps make all SmartLabel® pages more visible. The
GS1 implementation guidelines are available now. For more information on structured data used in
webpage development to facilitate efficient and accurate web searches go to http://www.gs1.org/gs1smartsearch.
4. SmartLabel® Webpage: The SmartLabel® website has a product search tool that provides
consumers with a one-stop shop to search for all registered SmartLabel® Landing Pages.
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6.2 Mobile Scan pathway
Overview
If a consumer has the product in their hand (or an advertisement with a code), they can use a mobile
device to scan a SmartLabel® QR code as defined in the Consumer Experience Chapter. QR codes
contain an embedded short URL (e.g., http://smtlbl.org/9t9ab0ht) to bring the consumer from your
package to the item’s SmartLabel® Landing Page.
As technology changes and smart devices adapt, the QR code may be replaced by other mobile trigger
options.
The scan pathway will continue to evolve to accommodate new technology. As it stands today, QR codes
are the most readily available and easily accessible technology for smart devices in the market today.
They offer the most direct one-to-one relationship between the package and the SmartLabel® Landing
Page URL for each Item GTIN. See below for all information regarding SmartLabel® and QR codes.
TM

SmartLabel Logo
TM
TM
The SmartLabel logo is intended for use on packaging to help consumers identify when SmartLabel
data is available for an Item GTIN (it also has mobile app and webpage uses that are detailed in the
Consumer Experience Implementation Guide). If an Item GTIN is using a QR code to direct a consumer
TM
TM
to the SmartLabel Landing Page, then the SmartLabel logo is used in conjunction with the QR code.
There are very specific technical requirements related to QR code use that enable the best consumer
TM
experience with SmartLabel . These specifications are detailed in Section 6.2 of this guide.
QR Code Artwork and Landing Page Coordination: If a brand adds a SmartLabel® logo & QR
code/call-to-action to an on-pack label before the SmartLabel® landing page is developed, a temporary,
“under construction” landing page must be created.
 Timeframe: A brand can have a ninety-day grace period from when an on-pack SmartLabel®
logo & QR code/call-to-action are in the market with a temporary, “under construction” landing
page.
Recommended/Suggested Guidance on Copy for Temporary SmartLabel® Landing Page:
1. Explain SmartLabel® using language aligned with the SmartLabel® Communications Toolkit:
 The SmartLabel® program puts detailed information about the products you buy and
use right at your fingertips.


SmartLabel® makes it easier than ever to find information about the products you use
and consume.
Benenson Strategy Group GMA SmartLabel®™ Message Test, Final Results, November 23, 2015

2. Explain why Brand is participating:
 The brand is committed to transparency and is excited to share more of our product’s
story through SmartLabel®.
3. Explain that Brand is still developing the SmartLabel® landing page:
 The brand is still working on gathering all the information necessary to provide a
comprehensive SmartLabel® experience.
4. Provide another channel for the consumer to access information about the product:
 While we are building this exceptional experience, please visit the Brand websitehttp://www.brand.com to learn more about our products. If you still have questions, our
customer service team is always happy to help at 1-800-333-4444 or
customerserivce@Brand.com.
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6.2a QR Code Overview
Companies can work with an array of vendors to secure the QR codes for their participating Item GTINs.
However, companies must maintain consistency with how QR codes and the SmartLabel® logo are
represented on the packaging.
Packaging real estate is scarce for many packages, so multiple scalable options are available.
See below for technical standards for color, size, and placement of QR codes.
Participating companies have the responsibility to do their print testing to ensure QR codes can be
scanned consistently on various packaging substrates.
Note for companies considering implementing SmartLabel® using optically scan-able symbols
(e.g., QR Codes):
Patents have been granted in the United States, Canada and other countries that are directed to such
systems and related processes.
Companies using or planning to use such systems should consult with their patent counsel to determine
whether their system or process comes within the scope of an existing patent before implementing or
continuing to implement their system(s). Many service providers are licensed by patent owners to develop
and sell systems that come within the scope of various patents. Therefore, if you are using a third party
provider to develop and/or implement your system, it would be advisable to determine whether your service
provider is licensed to make and sell the system you are using or intend to use.
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On Pack Example
QR code placement is for illustrative purposes only and does not represent actual on shelf packaging.

Scan here for more food
information
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6.2b QR Code Considerations
The following table provides a list of thought points to help guide a company through the decision of
implementing a QR code.
Question
Do I update my packaging frequently?

Do I have frequent product changes that
do not require a new GTIN?
Is my company already placing QR
codes on the package for other
purposes?
Is visually communicating variant
information to the consumer important to
my Brand?
Is communicating brand participation in
SmartLabel® to the consumer important
to my brand?
Can I use enhanced QR codes that
contain more than the SmartLabel® URL?

Consideration
2. Companies use packaging changes as an opportunity to
add QR codes for little cost
3. Packaging changes provide the opportunity to add a new to
URL in the QR code for new variant landing pages
4. Communicating variant information (minor product change)
is more easily facilitated with a QR code
5. Companies can utilize an existing QR code for both
marketing and SmartLabel® purposes with a user prompt
6. Communicating variant information (minor product change)
is more easily facilitated with a QR code
7. The QR code wrapped in the SmartLabel branding
provides a strong visual indicator to a consumer that the
product is participating
8. Yes, many companies use other codes within the QR to
help branding, manufacturing process or traceability. This
is acceptable if the enhancement does not disrupt the
consumer SmartLabel® experience.

6.2c Managing SmartLabel® Landing Page URLs
It is recommended participating companies develop a strategy and standard methodology for
generating SmartLabel Landing Page URLs. The industry practices for this are developing and have
not yet coalesced into standard practice. The following section outlines the approach being taken by
one company participating in SmartLabel®.
One notable best practice for URL management is to keep the URL within a domain owned by the
company. This allows a company to control redirects when a product is discontinued.
Current participating companies suggest using a standardized format for the final target URL that
shows up on a consumer’s smartphone or browser. For example, Hershey is using the format
http://smartlabel.hersheys.com/UPC-Variant to access the Landing Page associated with the product.
They chose to use the current GTIN format, then a “dash,” then a 4-digit variant number.
For example http://smartlabel.hersheys.com/034000139750-0001.
Having the same hostname “SmartLabel” in front of the brand corporate domain name provides a uniform
experience for the consumer across brands and reinforces SmartLabel® branding. Having a humanreadable UPC-Variant format further increases ease of use.

6.2d Managing SmartLabel® QR Code Embedded URLs
It is also recommended that participants use a third party QR code provider that allows for an
embedded shortened URL to be linked to the final SmartLabel landing page target URL. The final target
URL should be changeable as needed. The embedded short URL is different from the final target URL
the consumer sees. The short URL will be linked to the final SmartLabel URL. This embedded URL
cannot be changed without generating another QR Code. The third party QR Code final target URL
should be changeable through the software at the third-party QR Code.
This allows the brand owner to change the final Landing Page location dynamically. For example, a
brand owner may choose to display different Landing Page content at a later time based on the
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consumer’s smartphone location, or to direct the consumer to a “contingency page” in case the data is
for the product is not available yet in the SmartLabel® system.

6.2e SmartLabel Logo and QR Code Specification
The purpose of this section is to provide brand owners, package designers, prepress, and package print
vendors with specifications to accurately implement the SmartLabel® program. These specifications and
guidelines are designed to promote a positive consumer experience with the program and increase their
likelihood of adopting it across categories and brands.
Glossary of Terms
 Module: QR codes are made up of black squares and white squares. Each of these squares is
a module.
 Quiet Zone: The area surrounding the QR code that should remain free of any printing
 HRI (Human Readable Interpretation): The readable interpretation of the URL embedded in the QR
code such that a user can type in the URL and get to the same destination as scanning the QR
code.
1. QR Code Guidelines
a. Compliance with ISO/IEC 18004 QR Code 2005 specification.
b. Module width “X” value nominal size of .020”.
 GS1 recommends a module width “X” value of 1.5 times greater than the “X” value for
a comparably sized UPC/EAN symbol.
 QR Code X value scales from .015” to .040” (although with 600 DPI or higher
resolution, module width could be as little as .014” but should not go below).
c. Error correction is Level M (medium level allowing recovery of 15% of embedded information).
d. The quiet zone is 4X (4 module widths). This is a region 4X wide which shall be free of all
other markings, surrounding the symbol on all four sides.
e. Encoding inside the barcode of a URL leading consumers to a page related to the product
the barcode is printed on.
 URL combines a domain name (e.g., General Mills uses genmills.net) and a unique
product reference (e.g., 1njcih) to form http://genmills.net/1njcih
 The domain name shall be encoded as following “http://smtlb.org” and be as short as
possible, ideally ten characters or shorter (not counting http://).
 A domain name can be either the ones proposed by code publisher or one selected by
the brand if the code publisher allows for it.
 Embedded URLs will be determined by the brand in liaison with its selected code publisher.
f. Use of Version 2 (up to 26 characters) or Version 3 (up to 42 characters) QR barcodes:
To create smaller size barcodes or provide the best scanning experience, Version 2 (in liaison
with your code publisher) is recommended.
g. Adjust barcode width reduction (BWR) to printer specifications to ensure the best
scanning experience.
2. Recommended QR Code Sizes
Parameters
Number of Modules (excluding quiet zone)
Quiet Zone (Number of Modules)
Maximum Number of Encoded Characters

Module Width Size (**)

.015” (80% - UPC “X”= .0104”)
.018” (90% - UPC “X”= .0117”)
.020” (100% - UPC “X”= .0130”)
.025” (125% - UPC “X”= .0163”)
.030 (150% - UPC “X”= .0195”)
.035 (175% - UPC “X”= .0228”)
.040” (200% - UPC “X”= .0260”)

Version 1
21X

Version 2
25X

Version 3
29X

4X
4X
4X
14
26
42
QR Size Including Quiet Zone (*)
.44”
.50”
.56”
.52”
.59”
.67”
.58”
.66”
.74”
.73”
.83”
.93”
.87”
.99”
1.11”
1.02”
1.16”
1.30”
1.16”
1.32”
1.48”
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(*)
(**)

QR size rounded up two digits after decimal
Read as follow. Module Width Size =.015” –Comparable module width for 80% UPC = 0.0104”

IMPORTANT: Do not scale the QR symbol after it has been created. Scaling will reduce the effectiveness
of the bar/module width adjustment (BWR). Bar/module width reduction is VERY important to ensure a
better scanning experience.
3. SmartLabel® Logo and Association with QR Specifications
The SmartLabel® logo is a combination of both a Symbol and Logotype. One should not be used without
the other. There are several options for placement of the logo with the QR code in the below figures 1-5.
a. Symbol and Logotype may be placed stacked or horizontal. (SmartLabel® logo scales with QR
code.)

b. HRI (Human readable interpretation) is recommended. If used, should be located near the QR
code.

http://genmills.net/1njcih

c.

Call to action is recommended (For example, “Scan here for more product information.”) If used,
should be located near the QR code.

Scan here for more
information

d. 12-point text at nominal size. Scales up or down from “X” = .015” to “X” = .040”.
e. Use of a bearer bar around outside of the SmartLabel® logo and QR code will be very effective
for wide web flexography or printing on corrugated boxes. IMPORTANT: The bar should not
interfere with the quiet zone around the QR code, or it will cause the QR code to be nonconforming and potentially not scan-able
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Below are the six approved SmartLabel® logo and QR code lock-ups for use on packaging and other
materials:

The recommended decision process for QR and SmartLabel® logo size:
a. First, decide upon the correct QR size (working with your code provider) based upon the space
available for printing and the technical specs in Section 1.
b. Then, scale the SmartLabel® logo to match the size of the chosen QR code using one of the five
lockup options above. See examples of - figures 1-6 above.
4. SmartLabel® Logo Colours and Association with QR Code or UPC/EAN symbol

a) SmartLabel® logo may be a single color or grayscale. See above examples 1-5.
b) SmartLabel® logo may be two colors. If two colors, the colors are PMS P 157-7 C and P 99-16
C, as shown above.
c) SmartLabel® logo/QR code lock up may be printed in single color or grayscale as shown in the
examples above. SmartLabel® logo/icon part of the lock-up can printed in full color, with QR
code in single color.
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d) QR code color is determined by the brand in liaison with the code publisher.
e) HRI URL should be printed in the same color as the QR code.
5. Quality of SmartLabel® QR code
a) Meets 1.5/10/660 on the ISO15415 scale.
b) Inspection instrument meets ISO15426 specification.
c) The instrument must be calibrated to a known national standard on a scheduled basis.
Additional Notes:
 A well-prepared package printer will maintain a timed and contemporaneous log of the
inspection of each job.
 Package printer has a “safe harbor” if above a, b, and c, are accomplished.
 GS1 recommends an “X” value of 1.5 times greater than the “X” value for a comparably sized
UPC/EAN symbol.
6. SmartLabel® Logo and Association with QR Placement
a) If at all possible, do not place immediately adjacent to the UPC/EAN symbol.
7. References
a) ISO15415 Barcode Quality for 2D symbols.
b) ISO15426 Barcode Verifier Conformance.
c) PMS (Pantone Matching System, Inc.).
d) GS1 General Specification (Latest version).
e) ISO/IEC 18004 QR Code 2005 Barcode Symbology Specification.
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6.3 Partnering with 3rd Party, non-brand-owned websites
pathway (e.g., a retailer’s e-commerce site or apps).
Another way to expand consumer access to SmartLabel landing pages will be via a partnership approach
with 3rd Party, non-brand-owned websites, and apps.
rd

SmartLabel® Brand Office will “certify” a 3 party, non-brand-owned website or app and enable that
website or app to carry the SmartLabel® logo if that participant agrees to:
a) Source its required and voluntary attribute information directly from SmartLabel® participating
brand owner, the brand owner’s approved agent or via the GS1 Global Data Synchronization
Network.
TM
b) Enable the consumer to access the brand’s SmartLabel Landing Page, in two clicks or less.
This implies that the consumer either leaves the retailing website or app and goes to the brand
owned SmartLabel® Landing Page, or the SmartLabel® Landing Page (with full functionality) is
available via a pop-up or in-app browser.
TM
c) An app provider must agree not to redirect any QR code scans for SmartLabel participants.

An API (application protocol interface) to the SmartLabel® Product Search database is currently
available. This API will allow 3rd Party, non-brand owned website and app providers to carry the
SmartLabel® Logo and link to product’s SmartLabel Landing pages.
Interested 3rd Party non-branded-owned website and app providers should contact the SmartLabel®
Brand Office for more information. API access and requirements will be maintained in a SmartLabel®
3rd Party, non-brand-owned or app Terms of Use agreement.

6.4 The official SmartLabel app
The official SmartLabel® app will be publically available in both iOS and Android operating systems once
SmartLabel® implementation hits a critical mass. This is an example of a 3rd party, non-brand owned
app. Consumers who use the app and scan a UPC code will either be taken directly to the item’s
SmartLabel® Landing Page or will receive a message saying “Sorry, this item is not a SmartLabel®
product. For a full list of SmartLabel® participating products in the US, please see
www.smartlabel.org/products”.
The SmartLabel® Brand Communications Toolkit (see resources) offers ideas to use the app directly with
participating brands.
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6.5 Other Considerations
UPC Barcode Considerations
The following table provides a list of thought points to help guide a company through the decision of
rd
participating with only the existing UPC code that contains a GTIN to facilitate “search” and 3 Party,
non-brand-owned app access to the SmartLabel® Landing Page.

Question
Does the company prefer to focus on
consumers searching for product
information vs. scanning for product
information?
Can a brand use a UPC code to bring
the consumer to the SmartLabel®
Landing Page?

Can my package carry a SmartLabel®
logo if I choose not to utilize a QR code
and focus on leveraging the existing
UPC?

Will it be a long time before my product
labels will change?
Is my packaging space constrained?

Consideration
Companies that do not consider scanning as an important
pathway may prefer to avoid the cost of implementing a
QR code.
Utilization of the UPC barcode, which does not carry a
URL, requires use of a SmartLabel® certified app. This
path is facilitated through the use of certified app providers
but carries a risk of consumers scanning the UPC with a
non-certified app.
No. A UPC execution requires a one-to-one match
between the UPC barcode and a certified app. If a
consumer utilizes a non-certified app they will not get to
the brand’s SmartLabel® Landing Page.
For a package to carry the SmartLabel® logo, a carrier
must be able to hold a URL link to the brand-owned
SmartLabel® Landing Page. Emerging technology like
digital watermarking may eventually make this possible.
The cost of a packaging change just to implement a QR
with SmartLabel® branding may not be justified for a
company.
Companies that have limited space for adding a new code
may choose to use the UPC code/structured data to
enable “search” as the only consumer path.

Variants
The SmartLabel® initiative is intended to provide consumers with the correct information for a given
product. A key challenge in doing this is caused by variants to the GTIN.
Definition: For the purposes of SmartLabel®, a “Variant” is an attribute change to an existing product
where the intent is to replace the old product with the new one. Typically, a “major” change requires a
GTIN change. Since most Gen.1 required attributes are regulatory driven, it is safe to assume that most
changes to required attributes also require a packaging / GTIN change. The purpose of this document is
to describe acceptable solutions when a change does not require a GTIN change.
The SmartLabel® initiative provides two recommended approaches for handling variants.

1. Variant Specific Landing Page: This option provides a unique Landing Page for every variant of the
product. It provides the highest degree of confidence that the user can see the correct information for
the product in their hand. The option to use a variant-specific Landing Page is only recommended
with a short URL embedded in a QR code. In this instance, a new URL should be created for each
variant which will direct the consumer to a unique Landing Page for that variant.
Considerations:
 Recommended only if the QR code option is used
 Packaging needs to be updated to include the new QR code
 GTIN remains the same to prevent disruption to the supply chain
 Requires a consumer to have a product in hand
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2. GTIN Specific Landing Page: This option provides a Landing Page for each GTIN and an
acceptable range of options to get the consumer to right variant information. The GTIN Landing Page
can be accessed by a QR code, the UPC, and through a web search.
Options:
a. The Landing Page can provide the most recent values for the product attributes, and a
disclaimer that variants may exist and the consumer should always check the package
for the most accurate information.
b. A user arriving at the Landing Page could be prompted for additional information and
rd
then directed to the correct Landing Page. This is consistent with the 3 party
website/app approach and requires that the consumer arrives at the specific brandowned Landing Page in no more than two clicks.
Considerations:
 Only contains the most recent information or requires consumer intervention to arrive at the right
variant
 GS1 is actively working with the industry to define use cases for consumer product variants and
how to communicate these attributes within the supply chain
 Facilitates “Search” to access Landing Pages without a product in hand

Hosting the SmartLabel® Landing Page
The hosting of the Landing Page is the responsibility of the brand owner. There are several options
available.


Brand Hosted: The Brand Owner may host the Landing Page and assume responsibility for
development maintenance. If a brand owner chooses this option, they are responsible for
developing and maintaining the Landing Page in accordance with the SmartLabel® style guide
(this includes supporting performance and availability standards). As SmartLabel® evolves and
the style guide is updated the brand owner is responsible for updating the Landing Page to
maintain consistency across the industry to the consumer.
Companies that desire to host their Landing Page can jump-start their efforts by utilizing the
solution wireframes. FCPC can make the HTML and CSS code available to any companies who
want to create their Landing Pages. Information on this can be found in Section 9: Additional
Resources.



Vendor Supported: The Brand Owner may engage a 3 party vendor to develop and support
the Landing Page. The Brand Owner is responsible for ensuring that the vendor complies with
the style guide and makes appropriate updates.



Turnkey Vendors: The Brand Owner may use a SmartLabel® compliant vendor turnkey solution
for the SmartLabel® Landing Page. In this option, the vendor is providing a common solution for
many Brand Owners and as part of that service guarantees to the Brand Owner that the solution
will remain compliant with the SmartLabel® style guide, including updates. In Section 9: Additional
Resources, there is a SmartLabel® vendor taxonomy for reference.

rd
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Section 7 Data
Management
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Data Management Overview
Data management is crucial to the success of SmartLabel®. It influences two primary pieces of
SmartLabel®’s success:
1. Seamless, accurate information flow to the SmartLabel® Landing Page and others who use the
data.
2. Getting the user to the SmartLabel® Landing Page
It is the responsibility of the participating brand to ensure that the information provided on SmartLabel®
Landing Pages is complete, accurate, and provided in accord with applicable regulatory requirements.

Seamless, accurate information flow
Overview: The Consumer Information Transparency Initiative is built on the foundation of GS1 standards
and the Global Data Synchronization Network® (GDSN®). There are clear roles for participating data
providers (brands / Item GTINs) and data recipients (retailers, retailer e-commerce sites, 3rd party data
aggregators, and 3rd party apps).
Storing the Data: Storing and maintaining the data is the brand owner’s responsibility. Using a Product
TM
Information Management (PIM) system is recommended, but not required for SmartLabel .
TM

Seamless, accurate information flow: There are three options for providing the data to a SmartLabel
Landing Page. Brand owners can choose any or all of these options.
1. Providing required and voluntary attribute information through a Global Data
Synchronization Network (GDSN) certified data pool and back to the item’s Landing Page.
This information flow ensures synchronized data to the item’s Landing Page with information or
updates going to other brand identified tools and solutions, such as GS1 Source certified data
aggregators. (Recommended Best Practice)
 This requires GDSN participation for both the data providers and the data recipients
 Leverages an existing capability for companies already participating in GDSN
 Companies can source the data from the same feed that sends the data to GDSN, or from
GDSN directly
 Data can be set up to feed on a GDSN automatically certified data pool to a GS1 Source
certified data aggregator (e.g., provide data once)
 Retailers, eTailers, marketplaces, and apps can source the URL for the brand owned
Landing Page from the data aggregators (e.g., provide data once) via a simple application
programming interface (API)
2. Provide required and voluntary attribute information through a GS1 Source certified data
aggregator.
 Does not require GDSN participation
 Companies can source the data from the same feed that sends the data to GS1 Source, or
from a GS1 Source certified data aggregator directly
 Retailers, e-Tailers, marketplaces, and apps can source the URL for the brand owned
Landing Page from www.smartlabelcanada.org via a simple application programming
interface (API).
3. Provide required and voluntary attribute information directly to the brand owned Landing
Page.
rd
 Does not require participation with a 3 party service
 If this is the only data flow path, items will need to engage each Retailer, eTailers,
marketplace, and app if they want to share the URL for the brand owned Landing Page.
Alternatively, the brand owner could also provide data to external parties through Option 1 or
Options 2.
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Data Standards: Regardless of how a company chooses to syndicate data, all attributes must be defined
according to the GS1 standard and formatted according to the SmartLabel® guidelines. All SmartLabel®
attributes have a GS1 standard.
Attributes that are syndicated via GDSN are required to be maintained according to GS1 standards.
Brand owners or web hosting providers must modify data formatting for consumer presentation according
to the requirements in the SmartLabel® style guide.
If a Brand Owner chooses not to syndicate data, it is still recommended that the data be stored according
to GS1 formatting standards to simplify future data integration options. At a minimum, the data attributes
must be defined according to the GS1 standard and presented to the consumer in accordance with the
SmartLabel® formatting requirements found in the style guide.
Getting Started
If your company is not currently using GS1 standards or participating in GDSN visit www.gs1ca.org
for more information about obtaining a license for a GS1 Company Prefix and using GDSN.
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Section 8
Governance
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8.1 Governance rules overview
Overview
Governance rules are intended to assist Brand Owners with maintenance and application of product
information within the SmartLabel® environment. These rules describe how participating manufacturers,
retailers, regulatory entities, and others will interface with SmartLabel® and will be enforced by a the
SmartLabel® Brand Office.
Governance rules will play two main roles:
1) They will communicate principles intended to drive accurate, timely, complete, and representative
attributes of Brand Owner’s physical product within the SmartLabel® environment.
2) They will help maintain the integrity of the SmartLabel® environment within a standardized
framework of data attributes, Landing Page and style guidelines, and principles of transparency.
Governance rules include guidance pertaining to:
 Brand owner Participation: How brand owners can participate and what is required of them.
 SmartLabel® Brand Logo: How to determine and use the appropriate SmartLabel® brand and
carrier symbol on the pack and within a brand’s website for participating Item GTINs.
 Product Attributes: Which product attributes are supported by SmartLabel® and how to treat
those that are voluntary and those that are required, as well as requests for modifications to the
existing voluntary/required attribute lists for both food and non-food products.
 Privacy: Ensuring consumer Personally Identifiable Information is not collected in the
SmartLabel® environment
 Marketing via SmartLabel®: Distinctions between information found within the SmartLabel®
TM
Landing Pages and information located outside the SmartLabel environment is clearly
defined. SmartLabel® is not a marketing medium, and this distinction will help reinforce that
fact to
consumers.
Health Canada and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency requirements apply to all relevant
information contained on the SmartLabel® Landing Pages. It is the responsibility of the
participating brand to ensure that the information provided on SmartLabel® Landing Pages is
complete, accurate, and presented in accord with applicable regulatory requirements.
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8.2 Governance rules details
Manufacturer Participation
 Broad participation is encouraged; however, manufacturers are not required to participate.
 Membership in an industry association (e.g., FCPC) is not required for participation in the
SmartLabel® initiative, however, the fee structure for participation will differ for non-member
organizations.
 SmartLabel® will always be at an Item GTIN level. Brand owners can choose to implement item
GTINs one-by-one or in a phased approach at the brand family or category level.
TM

SmartLabel Brand Logo/Carrier Symbol
 Brand owners must use an approved version of the SmartLabel® brand logo/carrier symbol, as
TM
defined in the SmartLabel Style Guide. Alterations, other than size, are prohibited.
TM
 The SmartLabel Brand Logo/Carrier Symbol must be visible on the consumer package (i.e., the
package scanned at checkout) in a size and location that is readily identifiable to the human eye
and readable by electronic technologies such as those available to consumers on a smartphone.
Product Attributes
 SmartLabel® product attributes are aligned to GS1 standards.
 SmartLabel® product attributes are divided into two categories:
o Required Attributes are those that Brand Owners must include for all participating Item
GTINs.
o Voluntary Attributes are those that Brand Owners include at their discretion for
participating Item GTINs; however, if included, must adhere to the GS1 Global Data
Dictionary Standard and SmartLabel® Implementation Guidelines.
 Where item GTINs choose to use voluntary attributes with a custom text
description, the item must include the notification “Definition provided by
[definition provider]”
 The required and voluntary attributes may change with subsequent releases of SmartLabel®
 Product attributes - such as claims and certifications - that are described or monitored by third
parties must be attributed to that third party through a link.
 Brand Owners are only allowed to convey attributes within the SmartLabel® environment that are
TM
included in the SmartLabel attribute lists. The consumer interface to SmartLabel will offer a link
TM
that will enable the consumer to leave the SmartLabel environment and enter the brand’s
TM
marketing site. The SmartLabel
interface will notify the user that they are leaving the
TM
SmartLabel
environment to enter the brand’s marketing site.
 Attributes for which the order of display is not regulated should be presented as follows:
o Required attributes must be displayed first and in the order specified by the
manufacturer.
o Voluntary attributes should follow, in the order specified by the manufacturer.
 Required and voluntary attributes must appear with the same visual treatment.
It is the responsibility of the participating brand to ensure that the information provided on SmartLabel®
Landing Pages is complete, accurate, and produced in accord with applicable regulatory requirements.

Program Evolution and Maintenance
Brand Owners, retailers, regulatory bodies, consumer groups, etc., may submit suggestions for
changes, additions or deletions to the SmartLabel® Brand Office.
brands@smartlabelcanada.org. The SmartLabel® team will decide whether or not the
suggestion is to be approved, and the effective date upon which a change will take effect.
TM
 To ensure consumer confidence in the integrity of the SmartLabel initiative, Brand Owners are
expected to maintain an accurate linkage between product images and attributes with the
TM
associated SmartLabel carrier symbol appearing on each package. Brand Owners are
therefore expected to issue a new carrier symbol when product images and/or attributes
associated to a previous carrier symbol no longer convey accurate information. For example:
TM
o Any Item GTIN image appearing on a SmartLabel Landing Page must accurately
match the product that was scanned. When package graphics no longer reasonably
TM
match the image in SmartLabel a new carrier symbol should be issued.
o Likewise, Brand Owners are expected to issue a new carrier symbol when attributes have
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changed to the extent that a new dataset is required to ensure the continued accuracy
TM
and integrity of information conveyed via SmartLabel .
o

Similar standards should be applied by manufacturers who apply the SmartLabel
to a brand’s website.

TM

logo

Governing Body
TM
 To ensure the program maintains a consistent consumer experience, the SmartLabel Brand
Office will use these rules to conduct regular audits of participating Item GTINs to audit
compliance with the governance rules. Governance rules will be revised as needed.

8.3 Protecting Consumer Privacy: Each SmartLabel® Landing Page requires a link to the
participating company’s Privacy Policy. Collection of any Personally Identifiable Information (PII) is
forbidden within the SmartLabel® Landing Page environment.

8.3 Marketing via SmartLabel TM
TM

SmartLabel is not a medium for marketing, promotions or offers. It is intended to convey approved
attributes that aid shoppers in their knowledge and understanding of participating products.
TM

The consumer interface to SmartLabel will offer a link that allows the consumer to leave the
TM
TM
SmartLabel environment to enter the brand’s marketing site. The SmartLabel interface will notify the
TM
user that they are leaving the SmartLabel environment to enter the brand’s marketing site.
TM

The brand’s marketing site is not endorsed by nor supported by SmartLabel .
TM

SmartLabel

is not a forum for Brand Owners to make superiority claims vs. competitive brands.
TM

Participating Brand Owners may place an approved SmartLabel logo on brand owned products and/or
TM
web pages for items that participate in the SmartLabel initiative. It is expected that scanning or clicking
TM
on that logo will bring the consumer to an authorized SmartLabel web page that adheres to the
TM
SmartLabel governance rules.
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Section 9 French
Language
Requirements
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9.1 French Language Requirements Overview
Canada has two official languages, English and French. There are strict regulations at both the Federal and
Provincial levels outlining the appropriate use of French on packaging and regarding the marketing of
products. Excellent details can be found for these requirements at:
 Consumer Packaging and Labelling Act and Regulations - http://www.laws.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C38/index.html and http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/C.R.C.%2C_c._417/
 Food and Drugs Act and Regulations - http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/f-27/ and
http://laws.justice.gc.ca/eng/regulations/c.r.c.,_c._870/index.html
 Quebec Charter of the French Language – http://www.legisquebec.gouv.qc.ca/en/showdoc/cs/C-11
As a consequence, any products distributed nationally, or in Quebec, must have SmartLabel® French and
English web pages. And while it is not obligatory to provide a French translation of a uniquely English trademarked name, it is encouraged to do so. Should a brand owner choose to provide a translation, IntelInfo is
the preferred option.
To assist with consistent consumer experiences with French SmartLabel® web pages, certain words and
phrases that appear on SmartLabel® web pages that are not product-specific, have been translated and are
provided here.
For French that is specific to a brand or a product, French language translation must be developed by the
brand-owner or the agent of the owner. The use of translators who are familiar with Canadian French is
highly recommended. Recommendations for services are available upon request.

9.2 French Language for SmartLabel® Templates
Web Page

Location

Food/CP/Both

English

French

All

Header

Both

SmartLabel®

SmartLabel®

Tab 1

Ribbon

CP

Ingredients

Ingrédients

Tab 2

Ribbon

CP

Usage Instructions

Mode d’emploi

Tab 3

Ribbon

CP

Advisories & Handling

Avis et manutention

Tab 4

Ribbon

CP

Other Information

Autres renseignements

Tab 5

Ribbon

CP

Company/Brand

Entreprise/Marque

Tab 1

Ribbon

Food

Nutrition

Nutrition

Tab 2

Ribbon

Food

Ingredients

Ingrédients

Tab 3

Ribbon

Food

Allergens

Allergènes

Tab 4

Ribbon

Food

Other Information

Autres renseignements

Tab 5

Ribbon

Food

Company/Brand

Entreprise/Marque

All

Footer

Both

Privacy Policy

Politique de confidentialité

All

Footer

Both

Tab 2

Body

CP

Feedback for
SmartLabel®
Product Usage
Warning

Commentaires pour
SmartLabel®
Avertissement concernant
l’utilisation du produit

Tab 4

Body

Both

Claims

Allégations

Tab 4

Body

Both

Certifications

Certifications

Tab 4

Body

Both

Features & Benefits

Caractéristiques et avantages
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Tab 4, 5

Pop Up

Both

Leaving SmartLabel®

Quitter SmartLabel®

Tab 4, 5

Pop Up

Both

You are about to leave
SmartLabel and go to a
branded site. Would
you like to continue?

Tab 4, 5

Pop Up

Both

Cancel

Vous êtes sur le point de
quitter le site SmartLabel et
d’être redirigé vers le site de la
marque. Voulez-vous
continuer?
Annuler

Tab 4, 5

Pop Up

Both

Continue

Continuer

Tab 5

Body

Both

Contact Us

Nous joindre

Tab 5

Body

Both

Call Us

Nous appeler

Tab 1

Body

Food

Nutrition

Nutrition

Tab 3

Body

Food

Allergens

Allergènes

Tab 1

Body

Food

Servings

Portions

Tab 1

Body

Food

Serving Size

Taille de la portion

Tab 1

Body

Food

Servings Per Container

Portions par contenant

Tab 1

Body

Food

% Daily Value

% valeur quotidienne

Tab 1

Body

Food

Amount/Serving

Teneur/portion

Tab 1

Body

Food

Calories

Calories

Tab 1

Body

Food

Calories from fat

Calories des lipides

Tab 1

Body

Food

Fats

Lipides

Tab 1

Body

Food

Total Fat

Total des lipides

Tab 1

Body

Food

Polyunsaturated Fat

Lipides polyinsaturés

Tab 1

Body

Food

Saturated Fat

Lipides saturés

Tab 1

Body

Food

Trans Fat

Lipides trans

Tab 1

Body

Food

Cholesterol

Cholestérol

Tab 1

Body

Food

Sodium

Sodium

Tab 1

Body

Food

Carbohydrates

Glucides

Tab 1

Body

Food

Total Carbohydrates

Total des glucides

Tab 1

Body

Food

Dietary Fibre

Fibres alimentaires

Tab 1

Body

Food

Sugars

Sucres

Tab 1

Body

Food

Protein

Protéines

Tab 1

Body

Food

Vitamins and Minerals

Vitamines et minéraux

Tab 1

Body

Food

Vitamin A

Vitamine A

Tab 1

Body

Food

Vitamin C

Vitamine C

Tab 1

Body

Food

Potassium

Potassium

Tab 1

Body

Food

Calcium

Calcium

Tab 1

Body

Food

Iron

Fer

Tab 1

Body

Food

Percent Daily Values
are based on a 2000
calorie diet. Your daily
values may be higher
or lower depending on
your calorie needs

Le pourcentage de la valeur
quotidienne est calculé selon
un régime alimentaire de
2 000 calories. Vos valeurs
quotidiennes personnelles
peuvent être plus ou moins
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élevées selon vos besoins
énergétiques.

Footer

Footer

Both

Si vous accédez à une page
du site IntelIinfo en scannant
le code QR sur un emballage
d’un produit, vous verrez
l’information associée à cette
version précise du produit. Si
vous avez accédé à cette
page SANS scanner un code
QR, il se peut que l’information
soit associée à une version
précédente du produit.

Food

When you reach a
SmartLabel page by
scanning the QR code
on a product package,
you will see information
for that specific product
version. If you reached
this SmartLabel page
WITHOUT scanning a
QR code, you may be
viewing information
from a previous version
of this product.
According to Health
Canada, the most
common food allergens
are eggs, milk,
mustard, peanuts,
seafood (fish,
crustaceans, shellfish),
sesame, soy, sulphites,
tree nuts, and wheat
Contains

Tab 3

Body

Food

Tab 3

Body

Tab 4

Body

Both

Certifications

Certifications

Tab 4

Body Banner

Food

Les allégations indiquées sur
le site SmartLabel sont celles
qui sont réglées par des
entités comme Santé Canada
et l’Agence canadienne
d’inspection des aliments. Les
allégations constituent à la fois
les énoncés obligatoires
(p. ex., allégations relatives à
la structure et à la fonction ou
allégations avérées relatives à
la santé) et volontaires (p ex.,
« Ne contient pas »/« Sans »).

Tab 1

Body

CP

Claims listed within
SmartLabel® are those
that are governed by
entities such as Health
Canada and the
Canadian Food
Inspection Agency.
Claims are a blend of
both required (e.g.,
structure-function
claims and qualified
health claims) and
voluntary attributes
(e.g., "Does not
contain"/"Free from"
statements).
Active Ingredients

Tab 1

Body

CP

Active Ingredient

Ingrédient active

Tab 1

Body

CP

Inactive Ingredients

Ingrédients inactifs

Tab 4

Body

Both

Sustainability

Durabilité

Tab 5

Body

Both

About

À propos de

Tab 5

Body

Both

Information About

Information sur

Selon Santé Canada, les
allergènes alimentaires les
plus courants sont le lait, les
arachides, les œufs, le
poisson, les crustacés et les
mollusques, le soya, les noix,
le sésame, la moutarde, les
sulfites, et le blé.
Contient

Ingrédients actions
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Tab 5

Body

Both

Read More About

En savoir plus

All

Footer

Both

Dernière mise à jour

All

Footer

Both

Information last
updated on
Distributed by

All

Footer

Both

Information confirmed
for accuracy on

Exactitude de l’information
confirmée le

Tab 3

Body

Allergens

Shared equipment

Équipement partagé

Tab 3

Body

Allergens

Shared facility

Installations partagées

Tab 3

Body

Allergens

Tab 3

Body

Allergens

Fabriqué dans une usine
exempte d’arachides
Selon Santé Canada, les
allergènes alimentaires les
plus courants sont le gluten,
les œufs, le lait, la moutarde,
les arachides, les crustacés et
les mollusques, le poisson, les
graines de sésame, le soya,
les sulfites, les noix, le blé et le
triticale.

Tab 1

Ribbon

CP

Made in a peanut-free
facility
According to Health
Canada, the most
common food allergens
are gluten, eggs, milk,
mustard, peanuts,
crustaceans and
molluscs, fish, sesame
seeds, soy, sulphites,
tree nuts, wheat and
triticale
Ingredients & Contents

Tab 2

Ribbon

CP

Health & Safety

Santé et sécurité

Tab 3

Ribbon

CP

Usage & Handling

Mode d’emploi et manutention

Tab 4

Ribbon

CP

Features & Benefits

Caractéristiques et avantages

Package

Below
Barcode

Both

Scan with an app for
more information

Scanner avec l’appli pour plus
d’information

Tab 1

Below main
tabs

CDFT

Canadian Drugs Facts
Table

All

Header

CP

Medical Device Class

Tableau canadien
d’information sure le
médicament
Classe d’instrument médical

All

Header

CP

Medical Device
Identification Number

Numéro d’identification
d’instrument médical

All

Header

CP

Numéro d’homologation de
produit antiparasitaire

All

Header

CP

Pest Control Product
Registration Number
(PCP)
Drug Identification
Number (DIN)

All

Header

Both

Global Trade Item
Number (GTIN)

Code d’article international
(GTIN)

Tab 2

Body

Both

Storage Instructions

Directives pour l’entreposage

Distribué par

Ingrédients et contenu

Numéro d’identification d’un
médicament (DIN)

OR SHORTER : Entreposage
Tab 4

Body

Both

General Information

Renseignements généraux

eCDFT

Body

CDFT

Drug Facts

Information sur le médicament

eCDFT

Body

CDFT

Active Ingredient

Ingrédient actif

eCDFT

Body

CDFT

Uses

Indications

eCDFT

Body

CDFT

Warnings

Mises en garde
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eCDFT

Body

CDFT

Do not use

eCDFT

Body

CDFT

eCDFT

Body

CDFT

Ask a doctor or
pharmacist before use
if
Stop use and ask a
doctor if

eCDFT

Body

CDFT

eCDFT

Body

eCDFT

Body

Lorsque vous utilisez ce
produit
Cessez d’utiliser ce produit et
consultez un médecin si
Cessez d’utiliser ce produit et
consultez un médecin si

CDFT

Keep out of reach of
children
Directions

Garder hors de portée des
enfants.
Mode d'emploi

CDFT

Other Information

Autres renseignements

eCDFT

Body

CDFT

Inactive Ingredients

OR SHORTER Autre
information
Ingrédients inactifs

eCDFT

Body

CDFT

Questions?

Questions?

eCDFT

Body

CDFT

eCDFT

Body

CDFT

eCDFT

Body

CDFT

eCDFT

Body

CDFT

Drug Identification
Number (DIN)
Medical Device
Identifier
Medical Device Control
Number
Natural Product
Number (NPN)

Numéro d’identification du
médicament (DIN)
Identificateur de l’instrument
médical
Numéro de contrôle de
l’instrument médical
Numéro de produit naturel
(NPN)
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Section 10
Additional
Resources
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Additional Resource List
These resources will be available via the SmartLabel® prospective participant SharePoint site or by
request from the SmartLabel® Brand Office (brands@smartlabelcanada.org).
SmartLabel® participants will be granted access to other information.

Data Attributes Documents
Gen. 1 Food Data Attribute List
Includes attribute category, attribute description, regulatory classification, Global Data Dictionary
definition, SmartLabel® voluntary or required classification. (Available as PDF or Excel)
Gen. 1 Non-Food attribute list
Includes attribute category, attribute description, regulatory classification, Global Data Dictionary
definition, SmartLabel® voluntary or required classification. (Available as PDF or Excel)
Gen. 1 Pet Care Data Attribute List
Includes attribute category, attribute description, regulatory classification, Global Data Dictionary
definition, SmartLabel® voluntary or required classification. (Available as PDF or Excel)
Landing Page resources
High resolution SmartLabel® logo image files
Checklist of Common Errors
Landing Page HTML and CSS code-Please note that this code was created for version 1.0
and we are working to update it for v-1.5.
Screen Types & Modules document
Outlines an efficient way to approach the design and build of a SmartLabel® (SL) Landing Page.
It is intended to facilitate dialogue between designers and developers tasked with creating SL
Landing Pages. It breaks down the Landing Page into two types of elements: screen types and
modules.
Technology and Data Management
a. How to get started with GS1 Standards: If your company is not currently using GS1 standards or
participating in GDSN visit www.gs1ca.org for more information about licensing a GS1
Company Prefix and using GDSN.
b. “GS1 Global QR Code Considerations” document
Consumer Research
SmartLabel® Consumer Research, The Hershey Company Project Looking Glass.
Consumer Reaction to SmartLabel, Benenson Strategy Group
Business Case Resources
SmartLabel® Business Case & Cost / Benefit calculator
Each company will need to determine its economic rationale for participating in the program by
estimating its benefits and costs. Business Case materials and a cost calculator have been
developed to help companies perform this evaluation and communicate the results. The
calculator was developed in conjunction with the McKinsey Company and due to its complexity,
the SmartLabel office will work with McKinsey to set up an orientation discussion with you. This
orientation discussion is a prerequisite for release of the cost/benefit calculator.
Securing a SmartLabel® Trademark License
a. A SmartLabel® trademark license is available via the brands@smartlabelcanada.org office.
b. A license must be secured for every item with a SmartLabel® Landing Page.
c. A participating SmartLabel® item must execute SmartLabel® consistent with the range of
acceptable options outlined in this Implementation Guide.
o Participating Item GTIN Landing Pages and packages will be periodically audited.
d. Licensing fees are $8.00 CDN per item for FCPC members and Private Label Brand owners
companies and $20.00 CDN per item for non-FCPC members.
e. Third-party apps, informational or retailing websites can be granted a SmartLabel® license if the
consumer can get from the site to the brand-owned SmartLabel® Landing Page in two clicks or
less.
o A Terms and Use agreement must be signed, but there is no fee for this arrangement.
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Brand Communications
SmartLabel® Brand Communications Toolkit
A toolkit to help participating SmartLabel® brands speak to their consumers about the added
value that SmartLabel® delivers to the brand experience. (Including engaging and
inspirational examples of how to do so.)
Context: Building Consumer Awareness
Once SmartLabel® implementation reaches a critical mass – a penetration number to be set by
the SmartLabel® project team – we plan to begin a broad consumer awareness campaign.
Until then, during the early stages of this journey, our goal is to strike a balance between two
objectives:
1.
It is important that consumers not be left frustrated because they have been
encouraged or directed to look for SmartLabel® on a large number of products – but they are
not able to find many participating brands.
2.
At the same time, we need to build awareness among consumers of participating
brands so that early implementing brands can speak to their consumers about the information
available and how to access it. A positive consumer experience with SmartLabel® from early
adopting consumers will help build awareness and acceptance.
This toolkit provides communications and messaging tools for participating brands to use in order
to talk to their consumers in a way that enables them to leverage their equity and loyalty with
consumers while simultaneously building SmartLabel®.
Sustainability
The Sustainability Consortium has a great resource if a company would like to work towards
including sustainability activities within the SmartLabel® but are not yet sure where to focus their
improvements. The site contains a one-page summary of issues for specific product categories.
The content is scientifically based, multi-stakeholder developed, and available and ready to use.
Product Certifications
 An extensive list of certifications that brands can list in the Other Information tab
SmartLabel® Webinar Recording
 A 20-minute overview of the initiative and current status
Vendor Taxonomy
Overview of knowledge partners that can assist with SmartLabel®
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